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GENERA L SUMMA R Y

Why Study Basic Income?
The idea of a basic income is a simple and attractive one. Under a

"pure" basic income system every individual, whether employed or
unemployed, would receive a basic benefit automatically and free of tax;
all other income would be subject to tax at a single rate, with no allowances
or exemptions. At an aggregate level, this system would replace both the
income tax and the social welfare systems. At an individual level,
unemployed people would see the benefit as replacing their social welfare
payments, while those in enlployment would see it as replacing their
tax-fi’ee allowances. The amount of the basic income payment might vary
with age (with higher payments for the elderly, and lower payments for
children) but would not depend on the earnings or employment status of the
individual, or that of his or her spouse.

A key feature of a basic income system is that the benefit would be
paid unconditionally to all (in much the same way as child benefit is paid
in respect of all children at present). This would do away with the need to
monitor "availability for work" of the unemployed. At present there are
restrictions on the extent to which unemployed people can take up part-time
or occasional work without loss of social welfare benefits. Under a basic
income system, they would be free to take up whatever employment was
available, subject only to tax at the same rate as all other citizens: the
benefit they would receive would be a base on which to build. This would
do away with the extreme forms of the "unenaployment trap", whereby
some individuals may be "better off on the dole". It would also eliminate
the "poverty trap", whereby some families may actually see their
disposable income fall when the family’s gross earnings increase.

A basic income structure would also provide a comprehensive and
automatic "safety-net" income level: it would do away with problems
concerning the take-up of social welfare benefits. It would be simple to
administer and to understand: there would be no means-tests or qualifying
conditions in terms of social insurance contributions. In addition, it would

xi



xii ANALYSIS OF BASIC INCOME SCHEMES

provide an independent income to all adults, including those who do not
participate in the paid labour market because they are caring for children,
the elderly, or others with special needs.

This report sets out a number of schemes which build on this simple
idea. What tax rates would be required to finance them? What could such
schemes achieve in an Irish context? What light can they shed on directions
for reform of the tax and transfer systems? These are the questions
explored in the paper.

Defining the Options
Despite its attractions, no country has yet adopted a full-scale basic

income system. The major drawback is that there is a sharp trade-off
between the level of a basic income payment and the tax rate(s) required to
finance it. A number of modifications of the "pure" basic income structure
have attempted to improve the trade-off between the level of the payment
and the income required to finance it. Among the options considered are:

(I) Rather than pay the same anaount of basic income to all
adults, a scheme may pay a lower amount to couples, as does
the current system, while still retaining unconditionality and
a separate, independent payment to all adults. We label this
compromise a basic famih, income.

(2) The tax structure may be modified to impose a high rate at
lower incomes, while still doing away with the extreme
forms of "unemployment trap" and "poverty trap". We label
this a dual rate tax structure. While this may seem contrary
to the idea of a progressive tax structure, the effect may in
fact be more progressive than the current system.

(3) An alternative compromise is to leave the income support
system for adults unchanged, but to institute a full basic
income for children, by which we mean an increased child
benefit payment, equal, at about £75 per month, to the current
rate of child benefit plus the rate of child dependant additions
paid with most social welfare payments.

(4) Option (3) requires a net increase in resources for child
income support, financed by an increase in the standard tax
rate. An alternative is to restrict the gains to high income
families with children by including the increased child
benefit in the income tax base. We label this option an
integrated child benefit.
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A Framework for the Analysis
In order to assess whether a basic income reform would represent an

improvement on the current system, we must take account of the net
revenue which the tax/transfer system must generate. At present, the
tax/transfer system makes a substantial contribution towards the financing
of other government expenditure: annual receipts from income tax and
social insurance contributions exceed annual expenditure on social welfare
by well over £1,500m. A somewhat lower figure may be appropriate for a
basic income system, because of savings in other areas. For example,
unconditional basic income payments to all young people may do away
with the need foE" explicit educational maintenance grants and training
allowances. Some savings on such expenditure are taken into account in
our calculations. It may also be argued that basic income payments should
be used to replace various forms of farm income support; and that the
simplicity of the system might lead ultimately to substantial administrative
savings. However, a substantial net contribution to government revenue
must still be expected from a reformed tax/transfer system if the
comparison with the current system is to be an appropriate one.

Costing Basic Incomes
This study uses the ESRI tax-benefit model to assess the cost,

distributive and incentive implications of alternative basic income
schemes. Much of the analysis is conducted on the basis of the 1987
situation, during which the Survey data were collected; but estimates of the
costs and impact of schemes in a 1993/94 setting are made with
appropriately adjusted data.

Our results confirm earlier findings (such as Honohan’s (1987)
calculations based on administrative statistics) that a tax rate of the order
of 60 per cent would be required to finance a basic income scheme close to
the lowest welfare payments in 1987 (about £35 per week). Special
increases in the lowest rates of social welfare over the intervening period
mean that they are now pitched at about £60 per week. Our updated
analysis shows that a tax r.’lte about 5 percentage points higherthan in 1987
would now be required to finance a basic income at these levels: over 68
per cent for a fully individualised scheme, and 63 per cent for a basic family
income. This reflects the fact that the minimum social welfare incomes are
now a higher proportion of average incomes than in 1987. Dual rate
options are of less interest in this context because even an initial rate of
close to 70 per cent would leave the subsequent tax rate at a high level.
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A basic income for children (a child benefit payment of £75 per
month) could be financed by an increase in the standard tax rate of just
under 7 percentage points. If child benefit were at the same time included
in the income tax base, an increase in the standard tax rate from 27 per cent
to just under 31 per cent would suffice.

Distributional Implications: Who Gains? Who Loses?
The precise pattern of gains and losses under basic income schemes

depends on many factors: the level and age-structure of the basic income
payment; whether it is an individual-based scheme or a basic family
income; the tax structure; and the tax rates required to finance the scheme.
But some common themes emerge from our analysis of gains and losses
under the schemes.

Under all the schemes considered there are substantial numbers of
gains and losses. Families with children tend to gain, while single persons
tend to lose. Lone parents tend to lose because of the loss of the special
status accorded them under the current tax and social welfare systems. For
a given family composition, those with higher incomes tend to lose, and
those at the bottom of the income distribution tend to gain. We can combine
these two perspectives by considering the effects on the distribution of
income, adjusted for family size and composition. Most schemes show
gains and losses at each level of the income distribution, but with gains
outweighing losses at the bottom, and losses outweighing gains at the top.
While the aggregate gains and losses balance out in money terms, the
number of "tax units" (single persons or couples, together with their
dependent children) who gain is often lower than the number who lose.

Incentive Issues
One of the major advantages claimed for a basic income system is that

by improving the incentive to work it would unleash a dynamic leading to
increased employment. Our analysis deals with the first part of this claim:
the issue of whether basic income structures, appropriately costed, would
improve the incentive to work. No single measure can capture all elements
of work incentives. We would argue, however, that if a positive dynamic
is to be unleashed it must operate on the balance of rewards between
income in employment and income out of work. This is conventionally
measured by a replacement rate, which measures net disposable income out
of work as a proportion of net income when at work. The "unemployment
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trap" involves replacement rates of over 100 per cent; but high rates, in the
region of 80 to 100 per cent, can also reduce the chances of jobs being
offered and taken up.

We set out measures of the distribution of replacement rates for the
unemployed under the actual 1987 and 1993 systems, and under the various
basic income schemes. We found that some of the basic income options
were able to eliminate the "unemployment trap" and greatly reduce the
incidence of high replacement rates. But basic income schemes with the
highest tax rates had less impact on the balance of incentives. The current
system has tax and PRSI exemptions, which, together with the Family
Income Supplement (FIS), tend to improve in-work incomes for families
with children. The basic income structure avoids the withdrawal of benefit,
but imposes a high tax rate - often upwards of 60 per cent - from the very
first pound of earned income.

The rate of take-up of FIS is a key issue in establishing whether a
reform represents progress on the current situation. Improvements in F1S
between 1987 and 1994 have more than doubled expenditure on the scheme
and have almost doubled the numbers in receipt. But take-up of the scheme
appears to be low, and experience in the UK suggests that there are limits
on the extent to which take-up can be improved. The reform options
considered here are able to overcome any take-up problems. Basic income
for children, and the option of an integrated child benefit can be assured of
almost 100 per cent take-up; and could be financed by relatively modest
increases in the standard tax rate. Our analysis suggests that this could
represent a considerable improvement on the’ current situation with regard
to work incentives.

Conclusions
What light does our analysis shed on directions for reform of the

tax/transfer system? It is clear, to begin with, that a basic income system
is not a panacea. The tax rates requi’red to finance such schemes are highly
sensitive to the level of payment involved, in relation to other incomes in
the economy. If the income guarantee is to be close to that provided by the
current system, and is to grow in line with other incomes, then tax rates of
the order of 60 per cent or more would be required to finance a basic
income. Tax rates of this magnitude would be likely to frustrate the
hoped-for dynamic effects on work incentives and employment. Options
such as a basic income for children and an integrated child benefit seem to
be able to achieve many of the advantages of the more radical schemes
without the attendant high tax rates.



~Iti,;INTRODU.GTION,;L~

1.1 Context of the Study
Many people ,see :a ,fully~,mtegrated ~tax/transfer3system; ,with~ a~basic

income~paid:unconditionally.to.all.citizens;jas the ultimate~goal,forrreform
of~ the.income~ tax- and. social~.wel fare~ sy, stems.hfi ~is ig~the .easel thefi,;basier
income~ean~:serve.’as:atguiding::light:in thezreform proeess:r~Others xegard+
the tzo~;ts.of, ba.~ic; income seheme, s.:as~ posingian,insuperableiObstaele, to thejr~
achievement., ~1 f~ tllis,is true;~then,attempting+to:use, a:full,basic:income:as~a~
guidepostimay lead the.reform process~to founder~.Inzthis study,..We exi~lorei
a ~number,of basic~ income, options to,seej what c0sts are finvolTed, the: rates~
o~ taxation~required to finance.theme:and some of; .thellikelyidistributi~e:andi
incentive implications;.. :~This, infqrmatiOn,;can,:be, uged~,to;+assess ..what
long-term and short-term roles such options can play in guiding reform of
the tax and welfare systems.

The structure of the report is; as~ follows..dn.~the’.remainder!of.,this~
chapter we outline briefly the current system of taxes and transfers noting
some of ~ts prob ems. Chapter 2 c antics t:he structure of the different baste
income options which are to be considered in our analyses¯ Chapters 3 to
6 set out the empirical analyses of the basic income schemes based on the
ESRI microsimulation model of the tax and welfare systems. Because the
Survey data on which our analysis is based refers to 1987, our initial
exploration of the costs, distributive and incentive effects of the different
schemes is undertaken in that context¯ Ctiapter 3 establishes the costs
revolved and the tax rates reqmred to +finance-’them.under different
assumpt~ons/.’+’-The,.d~stnbuttve tmpacts, of-the-’d|fferent schemes are

¯ ~ -. ,, "’7-~ ". " ~ "- .+~!
analysed m Chapter 4. The gains and Iosses:at~dlfferent income levels, and
the thstnbutton.of, gams and losses across family types:are examined. In
Chapter 5 we turn to the tmp act:of the alternauve reforms on ncent~ves

¯     .        . %" : +" j. ".+ .. - .,,.....de"
focusing m part|cular on the,..|mpact ~:whlch.they,’ would have on the
replacement rates for those currently=uhefn!616y~’d.

Chapter 6 sets out the main changes between 1987’~in~q99~,"Cvhich are
relevant to the consideration of basic income reforms and~ufiines the ways
in which the model-based analysis attempts to capture these changes¯ Some
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of the critical issues identified by the earlier chapters are then analysed in
a more up-to-date context. The final chapter draws together the main
findings and conclusions.

1.2 The Current Tax~Transfer System: Outline and Problems
Total expenditure in the social welfare system was more than’£3,600m

in 1993. Close to half of this was spent on income support through social
insurance schemes; over 40 per cent on social assistance schemes; just over
6 per cent on child benefit; and less than 5 per cent on administration,t The
key characteristics of the social insurance schemes are that entitlement to
benefit depends essentially on individual circumstances~; depends on
contingencies such as old age, illness and unemployment rather than
income; and is linked to past contributions, which in turn depended on the
nature and extent of an individual’s employment experience.

Figure I. I : Social Welfare Budget Shares, 1993

Social insurance
47.4%

=For a detailed description of the system, and its historical development, see the Commission on
Social Welfare (1986).

ZThe amount of payment may depend on a spouse’s earnings, since the 1987 equal treatment
provisions.
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contingencies, including old age and unemployment." Buy~entit!e:ment [to
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apl~li~s at~a ’40 pe:r ~�:e’nt~i-’at~’tintii ~lhe ftax~Nll~is’iequal.~to’-th’at~ *0hicli( Wciuld
ap~)ly’-at, the-,s’fanda?rd:,,27,~ pi~’. cen’t 6n 7incOme’ aboVe~i{hd,~cbdple! ~tbtal;:t~
fi:ed,~alli~warit~e~.~ "lThi~reii’s~ra;wide ~’afige~of othdr allOw~n’ceg~, reli~fsca’nd
exemptitir~g!n~he stafidard r;iie~.bfit"ax~2;7,tp(~rdentrwhicfivap~)lies*td:th6
fir’st-£8~200’ of t’axa61e incdme~(£,l 6;400:�or a couldle)~ ,anff 48)per ’e’~nt on

,’//~ :ke’y:,fdature,ofchd~cnr~efit;q~L, Utr.-~sfCr~’system. i’s’Ithai>fit~fgdn~at’ev~
substhhtial ¢)d ~ri’ -venfi~::-~v ,hi~:h ercOntrib’)~’tes’~; 3> the’..fina’nt::ing.- O’f’! other
gO~/e’~m~ht ":ex[~enditu¢~::L:. i~th~),. x !:revefia~ ~arid ~ocia] ’,ihsfi’tance
cdhtributi;ons’by, empib~,~r~ and ~mpldyeea,~t~edd’S~cial wdl’fate!p’aynients
by over £ i,.500m pet.’.ye~ at!present!’, b.~-

~:’l;he g(~iE~ii)struCture’of’the’:~oci’~d ffeifar~ s~stEdn,~bwes-’?nuch ~¢> the
Be,;,i~Nd~ge plan’inn’~hichgO~zialinsfirffr~c(~>’~,otHd pr6v’ide tNe,bull~of i’ng6m6
stapport,w)ith :sOci:~il,~issiStande pliaying~a~YesidEal’andr~:~laifi’v’(~iy ~thii~iSi~ i:bl;e~
An-~ecbnomy¯ bp~i,atingl fit.’-’dr !close’- ’to? frill :’em-1~lOytnefit.qw~ needed’~t6
unddrpin~ (his r~tsi(sh.. ~ .Th~reaemdrgetice:ofiimass~ d/~efri~lo~Crhehtah~iS,il~t’t
su’ch~ systems u’ndei’¢btidgerai~- pres~u re’~in ’r ~y.:cou ntl-i~s ;~;Itelahi:l: :is i fi~
~xcepiibn,, wiih~ its- parti~ulm-ly: liigh-’.level ’o/16fi’~n~idyfiaent, lOhanges;i~i
the:nature of ~fi~ labbur:~arket’have’alS():~end~d to treddee’;th¢’ei’fi~/-i~f
shch sys’t~ins in~:achieving. ,aati’-156verty/,obje’ctives. :Webb ’(if992)
docu rfients~’h’bwTmost~’b f~ thog~ .in’,low,,in’c~me~,grdupsl;in the~,UK"dofhot
receive’gocial~ insure.hale. :’This’,ariggs ’from gaps’i’n;~coverage,~klue~qfi"~ lafgd
part: to ’ihe ~ap~lic~tion: Of~,the’~eOn~tYutiofii’ebndhioii’:,qfi. th’~ ~UK,~eohtex’t¢
sdme "dr ,th~se!gaps’ca’n-bdle’xpecfetl,.to ~become,~’reateri ifi:.th’e~ fututgFWith"
greater movement into and out of theqabou~,m~ket[[and ~tr~n’~l~.towgrtlg
greater marital instability.

The Irish policy response has been rather different, tending to widen
the coverage of social insurance. For example, cover has been extended to
inc!ud¢ .des_erted.~vi.ves, part~time,workers eaming.oye~.£25 per,~week, and
mdst~rei~efitly to’,wid0*’ers:-"’The,extension of, thesystemto provide dredits’
for those caring full-time for young c’hii~lt~/a h~is al~o"bd~n bii "tile p(5 ’c’y
agenda, whde in the context of preparat!ons for a d vorce referendum there
may, also. be-.a.w.tdenmg of ,the,.coyerage to a surv ving, spouse and,
survi:ving, ex-’spouse:, -While.s/ich :exteinsions. "could’. help’ ’to avoid ’the



grqy~!ng gaps n;¢oyerage..e_yld_ent;!_n ~e=UK :they.do rmse-quest~ons~about
the,,long-term funding oLthe,.system. If the co.verage~of the system,is
e xpectedLt_o_widen_s_ub.s_tanti.al]y,__!tma_y_bebetter,_as_Hono~[.!98J)
argues to plan for un versa coverage on a ful y costed bass

T he,.separate.and combined effects of the current~t~x.and social ’welfare
systems ’can’ create important thsmcent~ves to ~l~e ’gefie?~.tion of increased
employment. TableH, A,:,outhnesisome of the disincentives which can be
~denUfied m the’current~structureq’"-gome of these are d~scussed m more

detail m Chapters~5 and,,6.:;,Here~we(s~mply note that the complexity of the
social: ,welfare, t~,~ and.:.PR:Sh~systems-,~cani gi~,e::~fiseb, to many,:forms:;of
w thdrawal’ of benefit wh ch contribute to’a h gfi’tax rate For th s reason,
a simple system with one or two tax/benefit,~withdrav~al rates, limited to
well below 100 per cent, is often seen as an attract, vea ternat ve.

The current tax/transfer system has also.been cnUc~sed for providing
¯ . H ,. , ....

a level of payment for many schemes whmh ~s regarded~as inadequate. The
report of’the Comm~ssmn on Soc al WelfNe‘ (1~86) ga~e primacy to tths
~ssue. There ~s a tension.between the approach~ogth,s:C, gmm~ssmn, whmh
sought increased payment leyels~funded by w~denmg of the tax and sooal
insurance base, and the:approach:off the Comm~ss~0ni~on: Taxatmn (1982),

which;recommended reductions,in ~thx rates funded, by Widening ~of4he tg~
base -"G yen the net resources.avadal5 e to or~r,e,qmred from to the
tax/transfer system;.~-,the!,tax-,,’~rates reqmred, t~to, :fund~ the system are
pamcularly sensmve to the level of’payment; as a percentage of average
ncome There s therefore,.,a tradeoff betNeen the~,level of-the, ncome

guarantee provided, by ,the-tax/transfer system, and,.its4mpact on’.ineentives
and emp oyment. This study seel g"t’o fu y integrated
scheme knqwn asia I~(~’ic income could imp~qv¢, the irad~-off.,which~.can:~be
achieved..’For example-could~g provide a s|mdar-mcome guarantee to that

’r1’~$~i li~. ,~i ! ,’. ,% ¯ !,’ li~.I ¯ ~’.,l[.¯i, I ,~a .r¯~)"1 . .
currently~ m.operat~on, but.w~th.less:damage to~,w, ork ,incentives; or provide
a. higher:and/or, moreiei’fective minimum,inedme~guarantee with no greater
damage~to’;,~cenUves and employment, x  

~As seen above, the nel revenue generated by the current taMtransfer system is over £1.500m per
allIItl111.
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~a,b!erJ’] ; ~ A Taxonomy of Disincentives nder Current Ta.~ and Social Welfare R les
;~aEd13 ;~ 

Description Potential causes Groups most
affected

¯ Unemployment trap Individual’s net income Size of personal Mamed
 7: is higher ’:.,hen unemployment payment: size with!large

unemployed than when ofch d and adu dependant.,., famili
in (full-time)

~ 
payments when unemployed

employment, which are withdrawn wh~e-t~l, 
empoyed ow(houry) pay
amoun s of ax and PRS
~yabletht!Ibwrht~..~P6flSayY.

High replacement dndivldual’.s,net income/h tAs-for unemployment trap , a ~Mamed persons
raes whenunempoy~edis    with largegh’p;dp0ft~onbf ’"   the~ ....... ~t_

income.wlien ethlSIoyed
-tinte)and/or ’J. ," ......

absolute gap bet
edt/id, in aild 6ut’~f ~
work ls smal

Poverty trap Net disposable i come
....(aft~ria~’~ndso~ial’ .. couple’dvdiih’ma?gi’fial~l:li~’  a~’rd~,h-ied’
elfare’,benefiL~):ofia rateofincomeia.x; ,-u’-’ t, , women

 family is ~duced by, a withdrawal of medical card
mcrease m gross dlfferen lal rent scheme fo
rnings-, !localauthonty~enants’"’

~,lcdicgl;dard ,An increas~ in gross, 
withdrawa , income which makes a

alnily in~ligiSle fora’ 
 mcdiealcardcanleave

he faro y worse off
P . , ~ i ~ . :

High An ncrease in a
tax cu fit family s gross earnings
w~th~raw_al ril es ; s taxeql a a,very~ high 

rate a less severe for
of the po~eny trap ¯

¯l~pendan ai:ldmon Fam~ y ncome fa s f
withdrawal the spouse of the

ipie~ii,of a
~!cdnti- bdto/y benefit 

~The medicalicard invdh,!es:a., I’ow paid !
subsidy of health care costs ,,employees , 
Which (th6tlgfi difficu
valuepreci~ly) is, given’in’
total or not at all. r "’;~

Include same factors as for    Marrie(I
poverty trap. hough marg nat anil mar’ned
 relief and/or FIS may, nd   z,wome
apply . ,      

Full withdrawal o’f ihe"aduh l ’ .Sl~ous~:s’b’f
dependant addition(AD,~) recipients of 
and half of child dependant unemployment
additions (CDAs) if-spouse ’benefit,

takes-on a2part-fime 9 ,cams more than £55 per, week. ~disability:benefit
low-paid jbb; spouse and invalidi!y
faces high effective tax pension;
rate on earnings.
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Label Description Potential causes Groups most
affected

High average tax
rates on
employment

High marginal tax
rates on
employment
income

The average direct tax Apart from PAYE and PRS[ Married women ,-
rate (income tax plus allowances, the marginal rate’* ~and’smgl
PRSI) on a job can be~ ?j on,the:ifiitial earnings’of thetIlll6eOphi: these
of the order of 40 to, , spouse is in effect equal tO tend to be the"jr’, _    ~ ., t ,~    .’i [ ~bTiljr+ ~ , , rl’
55% for a potential ’ -" tiae.margmal rateron me last" mosvrespons
second earner or 30 to ..’poUnd earned by the higher,’_"J ~elements,of.t
40% for a s ng e person, earner W th a narrow ; ¯ , abour sut~p 

 t : t h J ~ ’, !l . "[,+~standard rate band. the highe
ate s6~:ifi applies~

Additional income can- "~Top rate of:tax;(3~25% in :i  SiiigleIpeoplei
subjec o ,’ix a 5 25% - heath contribut on and and 2-earner
to 55.75% levies, and over a narrow couples on

range.off ncome, 5.5% PRSI 9 average wage
h;

PRSI exemption An increase in gross No PRSI is payable on Pa
kinks eammgs~frombelow~ eamngsbeow£60 16u those lwo~ers,

£60ip~r,v+eek to a:figure earning above J~60 must.pay, Ili Iow~paidt
above,£60.,.+ per.week, z. ,:can P+RSI.on their fullzincome                                                . .
!ead’to*aiJrop m net ¢ "" iihciudirig the slic’e bdibw £60 ~ 

Income~cor attract a very
high implicit tax rate.
~.,~¢ ~+ t’~; +’~t

Income levy An increase in earnings No levy is payable on . Employees
exemption kink  frombdow£9;000per [ ~earnngs.beow£9,000p.a. ~earnmg.cose o

annum to a figure above but those earning above that £9,000 per
that limit can lead to a figure must pay.on their full annum
drop in net income or ~’ih’corfie, ifieludi’t/g~tbe sli
]attract h:.v’dr~ high’: ~ .:’below£9,000Fa++
imp c t,tax.rate
, :/.,I; ~;i!i++l.

UA means test 1.00% benefit I. Pound for pound UA recipients
ltl~drfiw~il~-.~t Rl~drawalofbenefitwRh andthelr
,,3earnngs,ofspouse,.or’ ..~IeSL~Ct,to net earnings of Lspp~p.ses
  on irregular/parl-Bme spouse after initial
~’~arnin t~0nc~ssi~hs 

2:,lC~ucrentpositi0non
ii’regular/part-time earnings of
A’reclplents" " ’may ......give rise

¯ Itohigh.withdrawalrate~

Lo0e:par+e+t3!si!/~l ;l;.~00%.bqne  Po~-t.nd’~foTzpound_withdrawal LSingl.e+mothers,
means test w thdrawa ra e on ¯ of benefit with respect to widows,

earnmgstof one parents ~mereases m net earnings -separated ;. spoqs~s

Note." I. In the interests of brevity, the term "effective tax rate" is used as synonymous with
"tax-cum-bonefit withdrawal rate"¯



Chap tel.2

BASIC.INCOME-’-’DEEINING -THE’~OP-TIONS ....

’1 lh~trOduc~i
- One of the attractions of:.a;’basic income is.its,simplicity;.but the.

te .rmin01ogY ~urr0fifiding .vaiS~ts of. the basic inf~rfie: is far from clear.
Some.writers regardterms such.asYnegat ve,income:.tax", "demogrant" and
"guaffinteed’ basic¯ iric:6me" ~. i nl~ei?ch~ingeh616;L ~’ while’ others wish to
reserve the term ba~;ic income only for the purest form of the scheme.2 This
makes .it !difficult tO ~find a clear ,correspondence. ,between ; ’the .terms
currently, n use and the key features .of the various proposals. In our v!gw!.,
the essential element of a basic.income scheme is that the amount paid does
not depend o.n income or work status: it is, in this sense, unconditional. We
therefore.use the .ter~n’ b~ic mcome, to referS:to .a.lr    ~f scherfies’ ~hi i
share this feature~,Such ~scheraes’can differ’in several,:~important ways. In
Section 2.2~’~ve ,set our tile key;as’pes~ oh Whict] ~tX~fer structures can
be classified. Section 2.3 describes a "pure", basic income scheme in terms
of these aspects, and the advantages clainied fo¢:iti’. ’Sdcfion 2.4 describes
so me,vaoan of thts sch~m.e, m terms of ~e,categg.nes~ready estabhstied.

2.2 Key Aspe~ts "’ ’ ! .... ~ of T ax~mn’sfer Systems 
Table 2.1 (adapted from Dilnot and Webb, 1991):lists features which

must be defined for any reform proposal, incltidihg 6agic income schemes.
The bas~s bfentttlement under, the current syst.em., tnc!udes a m~xture of
PRSI contributions,(for,insurance benefits),personal ~contingencies (for
both insurance and assistance .~benefits)~nd"a ’.l’work test"3 for
unemployment benefit.and unem’ployment assistance. Entitlement under
basic income schemes iff fi6t relatedto contributions contingencies, income
or a "work test". It ,may,.however, be related to either residence (with
length of residence.being used tO define the extent-of pension’entitlement)
or cmzensh~p, or some ci~fribinati6n of the.t~o., Thisdistinction between

~For example, Honohan, 1987.

ZFor example, Parker. t994.

~he abbreviated term for a test of availability for work, which requires that applicants are not
engaged in (full-time) work.

8



DEFINING THE OPTIONS

a context in which EU citizens can move freely between member states, and
Irish citizens are particularly mobile.4 In our empirical analysis, however,
we simply treat the resident household population as the relevant one for
the purposes of the present study.

"l~able 2. I : Key Features of Tar/Transfer Systems

Feature Existing system AlternatilJes under
(as of July 1994) Basic Income

Basis of entitlement

Unit of assessment

Period of assessment

Level of payment

Structure of effective
tax rates

Financing

Administrative
structures

Contingencies; contributions;
income.

Mixed: individual, family and
household elements

Mixed: current for social
welfare; annual for income tax.

£58.90 to £75.70 p.w. personal
rate;
£36.60 to £51.00 p.w.
adult dependant

Complex; high initial rates

Income tax; PRSI

Separate agencies
(DSW, Revenue
Commissioners,

Health Boards)

Citizenship and/or
residence

Family or individual

Current or annual

See Chapter 6.

Flat rate; dual rate.

See Chapter 3

Single agency

The unit of assessment under the current system varies. The tax
system is essentially based on a family unit, but has some individual
elements; the social welfare system has elements of individual, family and
household bases of assessment. A fully integrated tax and welfare system
would have the same unit of assessment for tax and welfare purposes. Some
would claim that the term "basic income" implies an individual basis of

~For example, a favour’able treatment of young people might attract citizens of other EU states; a
basic income paymenl which is high relative to UK social security entitlements might induce some
return migration; and increased taxes on those in employment in Ireland might stimulate some
emigrution.
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assessment, but others (e.g., Brittan and Webb, 1990) explore a basic
income on a family unit basis. We allow for either possibility in our
analysis.

The period of assessment also differs as between the current income
tax and social welfare systems. The tax system operates on the basis of
annual income, while the social assistance, and some parts of the social
insurance system, deal largely with current weekly income and current
needs. If a basic income is financed by a single-rate tax system, the
distinction may become irrelevant; but if more than one rate is envisaged,
the period of assessment again becomes an issue.

The level of payment for those with no income from other sources is a
critical feature of all tax/transfer schemes. The structure of effective
tax-cum-benefit withdrawal rates under the current system is very complex,
but for social welfare recipients, it involves high initial rates of benefit
withdrawal with respect to non-social welfare income. In a pure basic
income scheme, a single tax rate applies to all other income, but variants
with a high initial rate, or with several rates, can also be considered.

The financing of reforms is obviously a critical feature. We must
know whether PRSI is to continue, what income base is to be used for tax
(and PRSI, if relevant), and what other resources, if any, can be used to
finance the reform. Two approaches to the costing of reforms can be
distinguished. One approach is to specify in advance the rate or rates of tax
which would apply in the reform, as well as the level of benefit payment.
The net exchequer cost (or gain) can then be derived: but the question then
arises as to how this cost is to be financed. A second approach is to specify
in advance what resources are available besides income tax, along with the
level of benefit: the rate of tax required to bridge the gap can then be
directly determined. This approach is preferable in the present context,
where many different options are to be considered.5

Reforms may also involve changes in administrative structures. Taxes
and benefits are now administered by separate agencies, but a fully
integrated tax-benefit system might be administered by a single agency.
Distinctions between in-work and out-of-work benefits, and between
contributory and non-contributory benefits could also disappear under a
basic income system. While there would be significant transitional costs in
the short run, these simplifications could lead to substantial savings in costs
of administration and compliance in the longer term.

5In some cases, the amount of resources available to the tax-transfer system may depend on the
structure of Ihe system; this issue will be taken up again in the next chapter.
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2.3 A "Pure" Basic Income
We can define a pure basic income scheme as one in which a basic

benefit is paid to all individuals,6 replacing all existing social welfare
schemes, with a single tax rate on all other income replacing the existing
income tax system. The basic benefit is paid automatically, unconditionally
and free of tax to all adults: there is no work test or means test to be
satisfied. The basic benefit may be age-related, at least to the extent that the
rate for adults may be higher than that for children. An individual basis of
assessment would apply. The period of assessment would not be of central
importance, given a single tax rate, so we may think of the system as
operating on current weekly or monthly income. A single agency would
be sufficient to administer the system, with payments being made
automatically to all individuals. The precise way in which this is done is
not central to the impact of the scheme, but it is important that the payment
be made automatically rather than requiring a claim from the individual.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the relationship between earnings and net
disposable income which this system could give rise to, with an illustrative
basic payment of£50 per week and a tax rate of 62 per cent.

This "pure" form of basic income has a number of attractive features:
(I) It eliminates "poverty traps" and "unemployment traps" i.e.,

tax-cum-benefit withdrawal rates on earnings in excess of
100 per cent. Because the basic income payment would be
unconditional, it would not be withdrawn from those who are
unemployed if they took up employment: it would instead
provide an income base on which they could build, subject
only to the single tax rate applying to all other income.

(2) It provides a comprehensive and automatic "safety-net"
income level: it does away with problems concerning take-up
and welfare stigma.

(3) It is simple to administer and to understand. It does away
with the need to monitor the availability for work of the
unemployed, the other contingencies relevant to social
welt,are benefits, and to keep track of PRSI contribution
records.

6As noted above, we do not discuss furlher the issue of whether citizenship and/or residence would
be the basis of entitlement.
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(4) It provides an independent income to all individuals,
including those who do not participate in the paid labour
market because they are caring for children, caring for
elderly relatives and others with special needs. There are no
means-tests or qualifying conditions.

Figure 2. I

Notes:

A "Pure" Basic Income

Disposable income (£ per week)

3OO

Ois    e Income. 45 line ..’’

250 ......................... -./~ ....

200 .................... 7.~ ..........

.,, .-""

0 ~’"

50 100 150 200 250 300

Direct income (£ per week)

1. Illustrative basic benefit of£50 per week, tax rate 62 per cent.
2. The intersection of the 45° line and the disposable income schedule indicates
the "break-even" level of income, at which income before taxes and transfers is
equal to income c~er taxes and transfers. Those at lower incomes have disposable
incomes above the 45" line and are net recipients of transfers; those with higher
incomes have disposable incomes below the 45° line and are net taxpayers.

In our empirical analysis, we explore the trade-off in schemes of this
type between the level of the basic payment and the tax rate required to
finance it. This information is essential if we are to judge whether the basic
income structure can achieve an acceptable trade-off between these
elements, and retain all the advantages noted above. If resources are
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insufficient to permit this, some compromise on the "pure" form of the
scheme may, however, be able to retain many of the advantages. It is to
such variants of the pure basic income that we now turn.

2.4 Variants of Basic Income
One compromise on the pure form of basic income which can still

achieve many of the advantages claimed for it is to have a family unit basis
of assessment, which takes account of the economies of scale in living
together as a married or unmarried couple. Currently, the social welfare
rates for "adult dependants" are approximately 60 per cent of the personal
rate. Where a pure basic income might pay, say, £60 per week to all
individuals, irrespective of marital or cohabitation status, this would
involve an increase in income for married couples currently on social
welfare. A basic family income might pay instead £60 per week to
individuals who were not cohabiting, and £96 per week to married or
cohabiting couples, which could be paid as £48 per week to each member.
The basic family income would still be unconditional as regards the work
status of all individuals. It could retain most of the advantages set out in
Section 2.3 above, including the payment of an independent income to
those (mostly women) who are out of the labour market because of their
role in caring for children or others. It would also clearly involve a
substantially lower cost, and, other things being equal, require a lower rate
of tax to finance the reform. What is lost in moving from the pure scheme
is that the amount of the basic income would depend on cohabitation status,
so that monitoring of household living arrangements would remain a
feature of the tax/transfer system. In our empirical analysis we explore the
possible importance of this issue by costing basic income schemes on both
an individual and a family unit basis.

A second compromise which can be investigated is to move from a
single rate of tax to a dual rate structure, with a higher initial rate of tax
acting to withdraw the basic benefit more quickly] Parker (1994) refers to
schemes of this type as fully or partially withdrawable basic incomes,

7At first sight, this may seem to conflict with commonly held notions as to the desirability of
progressivity in the tzx/transfer system. But the effect of this system could be a greater
redistribution towards low incomes than under other systems, depending on the level of the basic
payment. A progressive marginal rate structure would do little to reduce the "standard" rate of tax
required to finance a basic income.
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depending on whether the higher tax rate applies until the benefit is fully
withdrawn,s or ends at a lower level of income, before the basic benefit is
fully withdrawn.

The Honohan scheme

Honohan (1987) examined a scheme which involved age-related
basic income payments and a two-tier tax system. By comparison
with simpler versions of basic income, the specific features of this
scheme limited the extent of redistribution towards large families
and allowed a low marginal tax rate on higher incomes (although
the average tax rate, net of transfers, increased with income).

The basic income payments were pitched just above the lowest
social welfare payments (except for the 18 to 25 age group).
Adjusted to 1986/87 prices they were:

Under 18 years £13.65
18-25 years £26.25
26-65 years £36.75
Over 66 £52.50

A key feature of the financing of the scheme was that, in addition to
a basic rate of tax of about 40 per cent, was to be supplemented by
an additional tax. This supplementary tcLr was equal to 27 per cent
of income, with the total basic income received by the family as a
ceiling. In effect, therefore, a couple with two children would face
a marginal tax rate of over 67 per cent unless their income was
above £19,000 per annum. (If instead, a single tax rate applied to all
income, that rate would have been over 64 per cent.)

ABenefit can be regarded as "fully withdrawn" when tax payments equal the benefit level; in a unified
syslem "benefit withdrawal" is simply a convenient label for a high initial tax rate. While the term
"fully withdrawable" may seem to imply some diminution of Ihe unconditionality of the benefit, this
is not in fact the case: benefit continues to be paid unconditionally to all.
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Honohan’s (1987) variant of this dual-tax rate approach is different (see
box above). The higher initial tax rate can be regarded as being made up of
the "standard" rate, plus a "supplementary tax rate". The higher initial tax
rate applies until the supplementary tctx equals the basic benefit: thus it still
applies above the "breakeven point" at which total income taxes equal the
amount of the basic benefit.

Each of these structures is designed to limit what may be thought of as
the "standard" rate of tax. But they involve different trade-offs between the
numbers of people facing the higher tax rate and the height of the
"standard" tax rate. For example, more people would face the "higher" rate
of tax under the Honohan scheme than under a fully withdrawable basic
income. The relationship between income before and after tax and
transfers for a "fully withdrawable" and "Honohan" scheme are illustrated
i.n Table 2.2 and in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, with tax rates (and the benefit level)
chosen purely for illustrative purposes.

Table 2.2: Basic Income under Alternative TcLr Rate Structures

Income before tax and tran,~fers

Income after taxes and transfers under."

Full)’ withdrawable
basic income

Honohatl slruclure

£ per week
0

25
50
75
100
150
200
250
300
500

1000

£ per week
50 50
58 58
67 67
75 75
85 83
106 100
127 116
148 143
169 171
253 285
463 570

Note," Basic benefit of£50 per week and initial tax rate of 67% for each scheme. Under
the fully withdrawable scheme, the subsequent tax rate is 58%, but the Honohan
scheme allows a lower subsequent tax rate, assumed in the example to be 43%.
Figures rounded to nearest pound.
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In Table 2.2, the benefit level (£50 per week) and the initial tax rates (67
per cent) are held constant. The difference between the two schemes is the
income level at which the higher rate ceases to apply, and the subsequent
tax rates. Under a fully withdrawable basic income, the higher tax rate
ceases to apply at £75 per week, where total income tax paid (at 67 per cent
of direct income) is exactly equal to the amount of the basic benefit¯ Under
the Honohan structure, the higher tax rate continues to apply until £208 per
week, where the supplementary tax (at 24 per cent of income) is equal to
the amount of the basic benefit. This allows a lower tax rate (43 per cent
in the example) to apply to incomes above that level.

Figure 2.2 A "Fully Withdrawable" Basic Figure 2.3: Honohan’s (1987) Dual Tar
Income Rate Basic Income

,~ IOO 150 2o0 2,~ 30o 50    100 150 2OO 25O 3OO

Note: Basic benefit of £50 per week,
initial tax rate 67%, subsequent
tax rate 580.

Note: Basic benefit of £50 per week,
initial tax rate of 67%,
subsequent tax rate of 43%.

A third form of compromise which seeks to retain the advantages of a
basic income while avoiding the high tax rates often associated with pure
basic income schemes is to pay a partial basic income, i.e., a payment
which is not intended to be adequate in itself for living expenses, but which
is "topped up" by social welfare payments. Some regard this as a "stepping
stone" to a full basic income, but others who do not see a full basic income
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as achievable may regard it as a worthwhile reform in itself. The term
partial basic income is generally used to refer to schemes in which the
amount of the basic benefit payable for both adults and children is
relatively small. But it is useful to separate out the adult and child
components of a basic income.

The current system of child benefit can be regarded as a "partial basic
income for children", with the top-up payments provided by child
dependant additions to social welfare recipients. In our analysis we
consider a partial basic income for adults, leaving the existing system of
child income support in place. We also consider a full basic income for
children, at a rate of over £17 per week, approximately equal to the
combined payment for child dependant additions and child benefit. This
option involves consolidating the resources currently used in various forms
of child income support (mainly child dependant additions to social welfare
payments, but also including child additions to the income tax exemption
limits and Family Income Supplement payments) into the unconditional
child benefit payment. In our analysis, the additional resources required to
finance this option are gathered through an increase in income tax. A basic
income for children can also be regarded as either a stepping stone to a full
basic income scheme, or simply an option worth considering in its own
right.

One further option which has much in common with a basic income
for children is a integrated child benefit, under which, as with a basic
income for children, child income support is concentrated into a single
child benefit payment (equal, in our analysis, to the combined rate of
payment of child dependant additions and child benefit), but with part of
the finance for this increased child benefit coming from its inclusion in the
income tax base, as well as an increase in the standard rate of income tax.
This would limit the extent of the redistribution from childless people to
those with children, by clawing back some of the gains from higher income
families.

The major issues with all these forms of partial basic income
(including the basic income for children, and the integrated child benefit)
are what level of partial basic income can be achieved, what tax rate or rates
are required to finance it, and what this package actually achieves in terms
of altering the balance between incomes in and out of employment. These
issues are investigated in Chapters 3, 5 and 6.



Chapter 3

COSTING BASIC INCOMES

3.1 Introduction
If workable basic income proposals are to be developed it is essential

that they be carefully costed. In this chapter, we set out the framework
within which we arrive at costings for alternative basic income schemes,
and discuss the results of applying this framework to particular policies in
a 1987 context. This gives a good insight into the trade-offs involved which
is still relevant; more up-to-date costings are considered in Chapter 6.

The issue of what resources might be available to fund a basic income
is an important one. In the next section, we set out the resources which are
taken into account in the present analysis, and the methods used to cost
alternative basic income schemes. The detailed options considered in the
costings are described in Section 3.3, and the tax rate(s) required to finance
them are then examined. They include basic income schemes on both
individual and family bases of assessment, with single or dual tax rates, and
partial basic income schemes for adults; we defer consideration of basic
income for children and a integrated child benefit until Chapter 6. Section
3.4 assesses the results, and considers some of the broader issues which
arise in attempting to finance a basic income. This includes consideration
of the possible impact of additional resources which might be available to
fund a basic income.

3.2 Methodological Issues
Estimates of the cost of simple basic income schemes can be derived

on the basis of administrative statistics: Honohan (1987) provided such
estimates for a number of alternative schemes. In this chapter, however, we
take a different approach: we use the ESRI tax-benefit model, based on a
large-scale national survey of households undertaken in 1987, to simulate
the effects, including the net cost, of alternative basic income reforms.
Essentially, this involves calculating the social welfare entitlements and tax
liabilities of each of the households in the sample under the rules current in
1987 (or, later, in 1993/94) and then the entitlements and liabilities under
a basic income reform. This allows us to estimate not only the aggregate
revenue and expenditure under each system, but also the individual gains
and losses of each household.

18
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SWITCH: The ESRI Tax-Benefit Model

Changes in the level and structure of taxes and benefits can have
complex and far-reaching effects on the incomes and effective
tax-cure-benefit withdrawal rates of different families. The ESRI
tax-benefit model simulates the amounts of social welfare
entitlements and tax liabilities for a representative sample of
households in order to capture the effects of Social Welfare and
Income Tax Changes on Households (hence its acronym,
SWITCH). Details of the model’s structure and operation are given
in Callan (1991) and Callan and O’Neill (1993). These studies show
that the 1987 survey data on which the model is based have good
coverage of the income tax base and social welfare client
population.

The model first estimates the social welfare entitlements and tax
liabilities of each family in the nationally representative household
survey under the actual tax and social welfare policies in force in
1987. Then, the same calculations are undertaken for a policy
reform - such as a basic income. This allows us to identify the gains
and losses for each family. If a reform is to be self-financing, the
gains and losses for individual families must balance out. The
modelling process allows us to identify tax rates which, given the
available resources, ensure that reforms are "revenue neutral"; and
gives us a picture of the overall effects of the reform on different
types of family and at different points in the income distribution.

There is, of course, a margin of error attached to the estimated tax
rates produced by the model - as, indeed, with estimates based on
administrative statistics. Differences between model-based
estimates and administrative statistics at quite detailed levels are to
be expected. Some of these may be offsetting: it is the overall effect
on the estimated tax rate or rates which is of greatest importance.
Model-based estimates of a single tax rate required to finance the
benefit levels set out in the Honohan (1987) scheme are within I
percentage point of Honohan’s estimates, which are based on
administrative statistics. This reinforces confidence in the
usefulness of the model for costing more elaborate schemes.
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This approach has a number of advantages: it facilitates consideration
of quite complex variants on the pure basic income approach; it allows
estimates of the extent and nature of gains and losses based on the actual
population rather than supposedly typical households; and it permits
additional analysis of the effects on incentives, including replacement rates.
The representativeness of the ESRI data, and its general suitability for the
analysis of tax/transfer policy changes has already been established (see
box). Additional checks confirm that the model produces similar overall
costings to those in ttiUI--(’(~ohan (1987) study.

Basic income schemes aim to provide an automatic and unconditional
income support to all individuals, with a tax being levied on all other
income. In order to cost such schemes, we need to specify what existing
income supports are being wholly or partly replaced, and which allowances
and/or reliefs are to be abolished as part of the restructuring of the income
tax system. Table 3.1 sets out the major items taken into account in our
analysis of basic income in a 1987 context¯

Table 3. I : Resources Included in Model-Based Analysis

Category Model-based estimate

Social welfare expenditure~

Income tax base2

Grants and scholarships to 3rd level students: estimated
maintenance element

Training allowances3

£m per annum

2,365
9,423

18

44

Notes: I. Schemes included are detailed below.
2. Includes the present income tax base plus abolition of personal allowances,
age, widowed and lone parent allowances, general and age exemption limits,
PAYE and PRSI allowances. Social welfare income currently included in the
income tax base is no longer relevant, as it is replaced by a non-taxable basic
benefit. Estimates of the "revenue forgone" by various allowances are dependent
on the tax rates in force; for basic income analyses, where the tax rate is to be
determined, it is more helpful to think in terms of the total income tax base.
3. Identifiable in the ESRI 1987 Survey; see text for discussion.
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The social welfare expenditure of £2,365m per year includes all the major
cash transfers administered by the Department of Social Welfare and the
Health Boards:

Old Age Contributory and Non-Contributory Pensions
Widow’s Contributory and Non-Contributory Pensions
Unemployment Benefit and Unemployment Assistance
Disability, Disablement and Injury Benefit
Invalidity Pension
Maternity Allowance
Disabled Person’s Maintenance Allowance
Domiciliary Care Allowance
Unmarried Mother’s Allowance
Deserted Wife’s Benefit and Allowance
Single Woman’s Allowance
Family Income Supplement
Child Benefit

In addition, it is assumed that the basic benefit replaces standard weekly
payments under the Supplementary Welfare Allowance (SWA) scheme.
One-off payments and additional payments for special needs (such as
heating or diet) are assumed to continue. Expenditure on rent and mortgage
supplements under the SWA scheme, and on rent subsidies to local
authority tenants is not taken into account. Administrative data for the
amounts paid in rent and mortgage supplements in 1987 is limited
(Commission on Social Welfare, 1986) but suggests that the aggregate
amounts were, at that stage, in the region of £5m per annum. Information
on local authority rent subsidies is also limited, but could be significantly
greater. It should be noted, however, that each of these payments would
have constituted an addition to the lowest rates of social welfare benefit
then in force. Thus, when costing a basic income which maintains the
minimum income guaranteed by the current tax/transfer system, there is an
argument for maintaining some form of additional subsidy for housing
costs. Our analyses of basic income schemes can be treated as assuming
that some form of housing cost subsidy is maintained.

On the taxation side, the institution of a basic income is taken to
involve the abolition of all the major personal allowances and exemption
limits. In addition, revenue arising from the abolition of the PAYE and
PRSI allowances is taken into account. The tax structure under basic
income schemes is also taken as replacing the employee element of social
insurance contributions (PRSI). It is assumed in the present analysis that
the revenue currently raised by employer PRSI contributions is replaced by
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a similar tax on employers: if not, this would represent a substantial loss of
revenue which make the refornl package harder to finance. This is in part
a technical assumption, but the fact that PRSI is often the main form of tax
received from multinational corporations operating in Ireland provides a
substantive justification for this approach.

A basic income could replace at least a part of other state expenditures
which can be regarded as income maintenance payments, e.g., the
maintenance element of educational grants, training allowances under FAS
schemes, and some farm income supports. The ESRI Survey data includes
some infornlation on the educational grants and on training allowances. It
is possible to identify payments which are estimated at £34m annually for
student grants (including fees payments), and £44m for training allowances
on FAS schemes. This has been used to take account of these two elements
in a rough and ready way: the idea is that basic income payments are
"clawed back" in full from training allowances and the maintenance
element of the grants. This means that recipients of grants and training
allowances are left no worse off than under the existing system: the basic
income replaces the existing payment where the amount of the basic benefit
is above the grant or allowance; but if the existing payment is higher than
the basic benefit, a residual grant or allowance is paid to ensure that income
is topped up to the existing level. An alternative approach would simply
cancel the grants and training allowances, with some consequent losses; but
our estimates show little difference between these approaches for the
options considered in 1987. Total expenditure on training allowances and
similar schemes is likely to have been higher than the amounts identifiable
here, but the procedure adopted here will reduce the impact of any such
discrepancy on the tax rate.’

The Survey does not include information which is adequate to deal
with the complex issues involved in restructuring farm price and income
supports. However, the possibility of reorienting expenditures on farm
income support to finance a basic income are considered in Section 3.4.

As with costings based on administrative statistics, the costings
undertaken here are on a "static" basis: they do not take account of possible
behavioural responses to changed incentives. The impact of alternative
schemes on incentives will be considered in Chapter 5, which will give
some insight into the potential behavioural responses to alternative

~Any training allowances not correctly identified by the Survey wilt be included as pan of the tax
b~lse: thus. even if these amounted to. say. £ 100m. Ihe implied tax rate would be likely to fall by less

than half of I per cent.
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schemes by the resident population. Migration flows could also respond to
changes in the structure, as noted in Chapter 2: this could put upward

,ressure on costs.

Costing Basic Income: A Useful Rule of Thumb

Akerlof (1978) provides an interesting analysis of the economics of
a universal basic income payment as against welfare payments
which are "tagged" to particular non-income characteristics - for
example, old age, disability and unemployment. One element of his
analysis focuses on a simple scheme which pays a particular
proportion, say P per cent, of average (pre-tax and transfer) income
as a basic income. If the net contribution of the income tax and
transfer system towards the financing of other government services
can be expressed as G per cent of total income, then the tax rate (t)
required to finance the basic income is simply the sum of P and G

t=P+G

This formula helps to show the tradeoff between higher basic
income payments and the tax rates required to finance them. For
example, a benchmark calculation might show that G is 7 per cent
for Ireland. Then a basic income payment at about 50 per cent of
average income would require a single tax rate of 57 per cent; while
a scheme with payments which are one-fifth higher (implying that
they are about 60 per cent of average income) would require a tax
rate some 10 percentage points higher.

One aspect of basic income is that it replaces a tax free allowance by
a cash payment. The scheme might be administered in either of two ways:
the cash payment could be made to all individuals, and tax levied oil all
other income; or the benefit could be offset against tax liabilities for those
whose tax liabilities would exceed the benefit (while others would receive
direct payment). Aggregate tax revenue and expenditure would be higher
in the former case, where the cash payment is made unconditionally to all.
But, as Monckton (1993) points out, the tax burden would be no higher in
this case, despite the higher tax revenue: individuals and families would
face the same incentive structure in either case, contrary to what he
characterises as the "Treasury view". The differences in the method of
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administration could have some significant effects (for example, on the rate
of "take-up" of benefit, with a universal payment ensuring maximum
take-up), but a difference in the "tax burden" is not one of them.

The issue of the cost of basic income is better explored, therefore, in
terms of the tax rates on income which individuals and families face. Given
the level of the basic income payment, and the specification set out above
of the income support payments which it replaces and the tax free
allowances which are to be abolished, it is possible to determine using the
model the tax rate which is required to make the reform package
revenue-neutral. For schemes which involve a dual rate structure, we must
also specify what the initial tax rate is to be. In general, we have set this
rate at just over two-thirds or 67.5 per cent. The tax rate applying after this
rate ceases can then be estimated by the requirements of revenue neutrality.

3.3 Results for Alternative Basic Income Schemes
In order to check the model-based costings against those based on

administrative statistics, we modelled initially a basic income scheme along
the lines set out in Honohan (1987).: We found that the single tax rate
required to finance this scheme in a 1987 context was within I percentage
point of the 64 per cent reported by Honohan. The concordance between
these independently derived estimates reinforces confidence in each. We
explored the use of reported social welfare receipts in the ESRI Survey as
against model-based estimates of social welfare entitlements. The
estimated tax rates were very similar in each case - the model-based
estimates resulted in slightly lower tax rates than the use of reported social
welfare receipts.

While it is possible to analyse the 1987 data on either basis,
model-based estimates must be used in attempting any more up-to-date
analysis. For this reason, we report analysis using model-based estimates
of social welfare entitlements throughout. Thus, the analysis assumes full
take-up of these entitlements. One implication is that the analysis does not
capture the effects of a basic income in overcoming problems with take-up,
most notably in the Family Income Supplement scheme.

ZThe Honohan scheme is summarised in the box in Section 2.4.
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Table 3.2: Summary of Basic Income Schemes, 1987

Option No. Unit of Payment Payment Payment Tax structure

assessment 18-65 66+ under 18

I. Individual £35.10 £47.10 £12.67             Single rate

2. Individual £35.10 £47.10 £12.67 Dual rate,
fully withdrawable

3. Individual £35.10 £47.10 £12.67 Dual rate,
Honohan

4. Individual £55.10 £55.10 £14.97 Single rate

5. Family £35.10 £47.10 £12.67 Single rate

6. Family £35.10 £47.10 £12.67 Dual rate,
fully withdrawable

7. Family £35.10 £47.10 £12.67 Dual rate,
Honohan

8. Family £55.10 £55.10 £14.97 Single rate

In Chapter 2, we identified a number of key dimensions on which basic
income schemes might vary: the unit of assessment, the level of payment,
and the structure of effective tax rates. Table 3.2 summarises the different
policy options examined. We use two alternative units of assessment: an
individual basis, under which each member of a couple receives the same
payment as a single person; and a family unit basis, under which the couple
receives a total benefit of 1.6 times the single rate (which could be paid as
0.8 times the single rate to each member of the couple). We also consider
two levels of payment for a full basic income: one of £35.10 per week for
an adult, equal to the personal rate of long-term unemployment assistance
(one of the lowest paid schemes) in 1987, with a supplement to the elderly
bringing them up to the Old Age Non-Contributory Pension level of
£47.10; and one of £55.10 per week, equal to the rate for the highest paid
scheme, the Old Age Contributory Pension. Corresponding to these rates
for adults we use a low rate of payment for children under 18 of £12.67 per
week, and a high rate of payment of £14.97, each of which can again be
thought of as based on either the lowest or highest rate of child dependant
allowance, together with the rate for child benefit. We explore three
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different effective tax rate structures: a single rate tax; a dual rate tax with
the higher rate applying until benefit is fully withdrawn; a dual rate tax with
the higher rate applying even higher up the income scale, h la Honohan.

The tax rates associated with the different options in Table 3.2 are set
out in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: 7¥Lr Rates Required to Finance Alternative Basic Income Schemes, 1987

Option No. Unit of Payment Initial tar "Standard" Proportion of
assessment 18-65 rate Tax rate taxpayers on

"standard" rate

I. Individual £35.10 * 61.6 100

2. Individual £35.10 67.5 58.4 50

3. Individual £35.10 67.5 42.9 26

4. Individual £55.10 * 86.8 100

5. Family £35.10 * 56.7 100

6. Family £35.10 67.5 52.0 53

7. Family £35. I 0 67.5 39.7 35
8. Family £55.10 * 79.0 100

Note: * Single tax rate applies to all income.

The sharp trade-offs between the level of payment, individual and
family bases of assessment, and the tax rates required to finance a basic
income are immediately apparent. An individual basic income of just over
£35 per week in 1987 would have required a single tax rate in excess of 60
per cent for revenue neutrality. A basic income of just over £55 per week,
equal to the Old Age Contributory Pension and similar to the payment level
recommended by the Commission on Social Welfare, would have required
a tax rate of 86 per cent to be self-financing. The corresponding, figures for
a basic family income would have been between 5 and 8 percentage points
lower.

In each of the options considered above the rate of benefit is the same
for all adults aged 18 to 65. For many young people, this implies a more
favourable treatment than under the current system. Unemployment
Assistance (UA) payments to those living with their parents tend to be
below the maximum rate, while educational maintenance grants are also
below the maximum rate of UA. It could be argued that an unconditional
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basic income payment at something below the UA rate for those aged, say,
18 to 21, would still represent an improvement most in this age group,
particularly as it would allow recipients to take up full time education or
training. We estimate that the single tax rate required to finance Option 1
above would be reduced by one percentage point if the payment to those
aged between 18 and 21 were restricted to £25 per week, as against the rate
for older adults of £35. I 0. Extending this restriction to those aged between
21 and 25 would reduce the tax rate just over another percentage point. In
the remainder of our analysis we continue, for simplicity, to use a single
rate for all adults aged 18 to 65, but the possible cost savings associated
with lower payments for young adults should be borne in mind.

We noted earlier that a high initial withdrawal rate could be used to try
to limit the tax rate applying at somewhat higher income levels. The height
of the single tax rate for a basic income of £55 per week, either on an
individual o1" a family unit basis, precludes any such strategy in this case.
But for the lower payment of £35 per week, we are able to derive a lower
tax rate which would apply if an initial tax or benefit withdrawal rate of
67.5 per cent were to apply. If this high initial tax rate were to apply up to
the "break-even" income level, where tax liabilities equal the amount of
benefit paid, the "standard" tax rate could fall to 58.4 per cent: about equal
numbers of taxpayers would face the "high" and "standard" rates. If,
instead, the Honohan structure were to apply, so that the high withdrawal
rate continued on a further slice of income, the "standard" tax rate could
fall to just under 43 per cent. But in this case almost three-quarters of
taxpayers would face the high initial rate of tax. A family unit basis of
assessment would see these rates fall further, to 52 per cent and just under
40 per cent respectively: but about half, or two-thirds, of taxpayers would
still face the high initial rate of tax of 67.5 per cent.

The other compromise structure which sought to retain some of the
advantages of a basic income was to pay a more limited "partial" basic
income, which would be "topped up" by existing social welfare payments.
The underlying idea here is a simple one: if a partial basic income is paid
to all individuals, then social welfare rates can be adjusted downwards by
the anaount of the basic income, while leaving those solely dependent on
social welfare payments no worse off. Complications arise from the fact
that a partial basic income is financed in part by the abolition of personal
tax free allowances, and that some (by now, most) social welfare payments
are taxable. When social welfare payments are replaced by a full,
non-taxable basic income, this issue does not arise; but in the context of a
partial basic income, if the incomes of social welfare recipients are to be
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protected, some adjustment is necessary. This could either take the form of
making all social welfare payments non-taxable, or increasing the gross
rate for those schemes which are taxable. The effective differences between
these two approaches appear to be relatively minor, so in our analysis we
have chosen the former alternative.

Table 3.4: Tar Rates Required to Finance Partial Basic Income Schemes, 1987

Option Unit of Payment Payment Cbild benefit PRSI Tar rate(s)j

No. assessment 18-65 0-17 abolished? abolished?

9. Individual £21.00 0 NO NO 34.3.48, 58

10. Individual £21.00 7.50 YES NO 37.3, 48, 58

I 1. Individual £21.00 7.50 YES YES 48.7

12. Family £21.00 7.50 YES YES 43.2

Note: I. Where three rates are shown, bands fire as in 1987.

A number of implementations of partial basic incomes were
considered~ including some which stayed quite close to the 1987 baseline
policies and others which moved further towards the structure of a full
basic income (Table 3.4). The abolition of tax free allowances, including
the PAYE and PRSI allowances, would have been sufficient to fund a
partial basic income of approximately £21 per week for adults in 1987, at
tax rates very little different from those then prevailing: the standard tax
rate could even fall slightly. This option included the retention of employee
social insurance contributions. If a partial basic income for children of
£7.50 were to be introduced at the same time, the standard tax rate would
have to rise to just over 37 per cent. Alternatively, a payment for adults of
£21 per week, and of £7.50 for children could have been financed by a
single tax rate of just under 49 per cent, with employee PRSI being
abolished. A family unit version of this policy would have a lower single
tax rate of just over 43 per cent.

3.4 Assessment
There are two common, and contrasting reactions to high estimates of

the cost of full basic income schemes such as those in the previous section.
One is that the income tax rate required to finance the scheme is
unsustainably high; another is that additional resources must be found to
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"bridge the gap" i.e., reduce the tax rate to some acceptable level. Each of
these reactions points to important elements of the costing process, but
neglects others. The first reaction stresses the importance of comparing
revenue neutral options. If basic income requires a shift from income tax
to other taxes in order to arrive at an acceptable income tax rate, the
appropriate comparison is not between the current system and a basic
income, but between a reformed system with lower income taxes and/or
increased benefits and a basic income. The second reaction stresses that
there are other resources which could be relevant to the funding of a basic
income. What it neglects is that even when such resources are taken into
account, it may not be possible to "bridge the gap" without consequences
which vitiate the aims of the reform.

In this section, we discuss some issues concerning additional resources
which might be relevant to funding of basic income proposals. We have
noted already that schemes outside of the Department of Social Welfare
and the Health Boards, but with a substantial income support element, may
provide resources relevant to the funding of basic incomes, which would

¯ not be available for less radical reforms of the tax/transfer system. Healy
and Reynolds (1993) point to training allowances, educational maintenance
grants and farm income supports as important elements in this process. An
attempt is already made to incorporate the first two of these elements into
the costings provided above. Even if the amounts taken into account in our
analysis are somewhat lower than the total resources available in terms of
educational maintenance grants and training allowances, the total impact
of including such resources on the tax rate(s) required to finance a basic
income seems likely to be modest.

What about including farm income supports as part of the resources
used to pay a basic benefit? This is clearly an important issue, given the
substantial amounts of resources which flow through this mechanism: CSO
estimates indicate a figure of the order of £400m for subsidies in 1993.3 The
technical issues which arise in this context (as to which farm supports can
be classified as income supports, and whether or not EU funds could be
used to pay a basic income to farmers instead of a farm income support)
are outside the scope of this study. If they can be resolved, there is then a

3Restructuring of the Common Agricultural Policy has led to a shift away from price support and
towards income support; but price-support expenditure (including export refunds and the costs of
intervention storage) still accounts for most CAP expenditure in Ireland. Much of this may also be
regarded as, in effect, raising the incomes of farmers.
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wide range of options for the treatment of farm income supports in the
context of a basic income reform, with different potential effects on the
aggregate disposable income of the farm sector.

At present, most farmers receive headage and other payments which
may be regarded as income supports; a much smaller number receive
Unemployment Assistance; and the aggregate amount of income tax paid
is low. Under a basic income scheme which simply replaced the tax and
social welfare systems, and did not "claw back" headage payments or other
income supports, the aggregate disposable income of the farm sector could
rise significantly. This represents one extreme on the spectrum of options.
At the other extreme, assuming that any technical difficulties could be
overcome, all or almost all farm support expenditure might be abolished
and replaced simply by an unconditional basic income payment. This
option could give rise to significant reductions in the disposable income of
the farm sector. A third option could lie between these two extremes,
aiming at a reform package which would redistribute income within the
farm sector, but be approximately neutral in its net effect on disposable
income in the sector.

A detailed analysis of the issues arising in this context is outside of the
scope of the present study, but we can give some indication of the likely
impact of such a clawback on the tax rates required to finance a basic
income. In a 1994 context, rough calculations suggest that for every £100m
of farm income support which can be used to finance a basic income
payment for farmers, the tax rate required to finance the basic income is
reduced by about three-quarters of 1 per cent. This suggests that the
substantive and technical issues involved in the treatment of farm income
supports merit further investigation.

The simplicity of basic income could result in significant long-run
savings in administrative costs. Other reforms may also be able to generate
some of these savings, but the unconditional nature of basic income reduces
monitoring requirements to an absolute minimum, and would therefore
generate maximal savings. The full extent of the exchequer savings should
not be overestimated however. The major savings would be on the social
welfare side of the budget, where administrative costs in 1992 were of the
order of £160m. If this entire amount could be saved by a combination of
cost cuts on the social welfare and tax collection side, it would reduce the
single tax rate required by something under 2 percentage points. A partial
basic income would not generate such savings: the existing structures
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would be maintained, and although the amounts paid out through these
structures would be reduced (by the extent of the partial basic income), the
overall costs of administration would not be likely to fall.

Other potential resources which could be applied to fund a basic
income include extensions to the income tax base, e.g., abolition of tax
reliefs on mortgage interest and covenants; increases in other taxes, e.g.,
introduction of a comprehensive (residential) property tax, or increases in
indirect taxation; reductions in other government expenditures; and, in a
longer-term context, the fruits of economic growth.~ But in these cases, the
additional resources could equally be applied to other refornls of the
tax/transfer system; and the effects of increases in other taxes and
reductions in other government expenditures would also have to be taken
into account. At present, income tax and PRSI contributions, net of social
welfare payments, make a significant contribution to the financing of other
government expenditures. There are good reasons for such an alteration in
the balance between taxes on income and other taxes (particularly taxes on
property). However, it must be recognised that if this alteration is
achievable, the relevant comparison is not between the current tax/transfer
system and a basic income structure, but between tax/transfer systems
which have access to the same resources. Similar considerations apply to
the extension of the income tax base: other reforms could also be financed
by the resources released by this mechanism. This is not simply a technical
point. The resources required to allow a reduction in the tax rate for a basic
income from around 60 or 65 per cent to approximately 50 per cent would
permit very substantial refornas in the tax/transfer structure: for example,
very large reductions in income tax rates or increases in allowances, or
substantial increases in social welfare payment rates.

3.5 Conclusions
Given the existing resources of the tax and welfare systems, and some

of those currently applied to training allowances and maintenance grants
for those in third-level education, we find that the tax rates required to fund
an individual basic income close to the lowest 1987 social welfare rates are
of the order of 62 per cent. A family unit basis of assessment could reduce
this rate to around 57 per cent. But the required tax rate rises sharply with
increases in the amount of the basic income payment: even on a family unit
basis, a payment of £55 per week, close to the Old Age Contributory

"~’he extenl to which growth would help to make a basic income easier to finance is considered in
Chapter 6.
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Pension level, would require a tax rate of 79 per cent to be revenue-neutral.
The results for partial basic income schemes show that there are, indeed,
variants of this more limited form of basic income which could be financed
without major changes in income tax rates. In the next two chapters we
examine the implications of full and partial basic incomes options from a
distributional and incentive perspective. One theme which will be
important is whether the partial schemes can retain the advantages of a full
basic income structure, or share instead many of the problems of the
existing system.

Turning to the question of how these tax rates might be reduced by the
inclusion of additional resources, we stress the importance of
distinguishing between different types of resources. In principle, income
support expenditures outside the tax and welfare systems should be taken
into account, with farm income supports forming the most important
component. After initial transition costs, administrative savings could also
be expected for schemes which replace most social welfare payments by a
simple unconditional payment; but partial basic incomes would not have
this advantage. As for other resources, a key point to remember is that, in
general, they would also be available for alternative reforms of the tax and
welfare systems. Rather than simply ask ifa basic income, with such extra
resources, represented an improvement on the current system, one would
then have to ask: Is basic income the best reform of the tax and social
welfare systems that could be achieved if such extra resources were
available?



Chapter 4

DISTRIBUTIONAL ISSUES: GAINS AND LOSSES
UNDER BASIC INCOME

4. 1 Introduction
The distribution of gains and losses from alternative basic income

schemes is of interest from a number of points of view. From a practical
point of view, large losses may weigh more heavily than large gains in the
political calculus. If the focus is on avoiding heavy losses for certain
individuals or groups over time, a knowledge of the extent and distribution
of such losses may be necessary for the design of a temporary
compensation package. More fundamentally, reform packages will involve
a redistribution between different positions in the societal distribution of
income. Even if the individuals currently occupying these positions are
compensated, the reform will involve changes as between those ultimately
occupying the positions in future. A picture of the overall distributive
effects is therefore important in order to assess whether the particular
redistributions involved in alternative packages are desirable.

Assessments of the gains and losses from basic income reforms are
often built around the effect the reform would have on a small number of
hypothetical cases. While this approach can be helpful in understanding
the nature of the effect of basic incomes on particular families, it can be
seriously misleading as a guide to the overall impact of the reform.
Calculations for a small number of supposedly representative families
cannot take into account the wide diversity of family situations relevant to
tax liabilities and social welfare entitlements. In order to overcome this
problem, we need to assess the impact of the reform by simulating its effect
on the net incomes of a large-scale sample of households: this is precisely
what is done by the ESRI tax-benefit model, based on the 1987 ESRI
Survey of Income Distribution, Poverty and Usage of State Services. It
should be emphasised that the picture provided in this chapter is a
cross-sectional one. Some policy changes, such as those favouring families
with children, may result in redistribution from one stage of the life cycle
to another. The extent of redistribution across individuals on a life-cycle
basis may therefore be much more limited than the degree of redistribution
shown on a snapshot or cross-sectional basis.

33
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In Section 4.2, we examine the distributive impact of a full basic
income on an individual basis at a rate of£35 per week for adults, £47.10
for the elderly, and £12.67 for children - approximately at or just above the
lowest levels of social welfare support for each of these groups. In Section
4.3 we go on to see how the distributive effects are changed by a shift to a
family unit basis of assessment, with either a single or dual-rate tax
structure, or a partial basic income. Section 4.4 sumnlarises the main
results.

4.2 Distributive Effects of a Full Basic Individual Income
A fully-fledged basic income scheme, even at rates close to the lowest

social welfare rates in 1987, would involve very substantial gains and
losses for most of the population. The revenue-neutral scheme set out in
Chapter 3, with a single tax rate of 61.6 per cent, would lead to gains for
close to 600,000 families, but to losses for almost 900,000, i.e., losers
would outnumber gainers by about 3 to 2. The average gain, at about £24
per week, would be greater than the average loss of £15.60 per week.
About one-third of families would lose more than £10 per week, while
around a quarter would gain by the same anaount.

Table 4.1 shows the impact effect of these substantial changes on the
distribution of income across "tax units", i.e., single people or couples,
together with their dependent children. From here on, we will use the term
"family" as interchangeable with tax unit, but children who have completed
full-time education are regarded as separate tax units. The income concept
used is current disposable income, adjusted for the size and composition of
the tax unit. The equivalence scale used is 1 for the first adult, 0.66 for a
spouse or partner, and 0.33 for each child. We use the term "equivalent
income" to refer to the income per adult equivalent, i.e., income adjusted
for the numbers of adults and children in the tax unit. The income ranges
are chosen with a view to splitting the population into 10 equal sized
groups, ranging from the poorest to the richest. However, since many
families on social welfare have exactly identical incomes, there are some
exceptions, so the percentage of families in each group varies slightly in the
lower reaches of the income distribution.
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Table 4.1 : Distribution of Gains and 1~gsses from an Individual Basic Income, 1987

Net equivalent % af tax % Change in Aggregate Aggregate
incomeI (£ p w) units ave. #wome Gain

I~)ss

More than Less than £m p a £m p a

37.70 10.0 49.0 158.6 16.8

37.70 43.90 I 1.4 8.9 78.0 19.2
43.90 49. I 0 8.6 3.2 57.5 42.3
49. I 0 54.30 9.2 9.0 88.2 36.7
54.30 62.53 10.9 5.5 90.8 46.8
62.53 77.60 10.0 5.9 100.4 42.5
77.60 94.80 10.0 1.6 71.4 52.7
94.80 113.73 10.0 -6.0 35.6 114.3

113.73 144.70 10.0 -7.3 27.9 145.9
144.70 9.9 -7.6 18.0 208.5

100.0 0.0 726.9 725.0ALL

Notes: I. Under baseline 1987 policy and equivalence scale: I for the first adult, 0.66
for other adults, and 0.33 per child.
2. A "tax unit" is defined as an individual, or married couple, together with
dependent children (aged under 15 or in full-time education).
3. Columns may not add to totals due to rounding.

The net impact effect of the reform package is a very substantial
transfer of resources from the top of the equivalent income distribution
towards the bottom, with some net gains also accruing to the middle of the
distribution. The net loss for the top third of the income distribution is
close to £380m per annum, while the bottom quartile of the distribution
gains, on balance, over half of this amount. Within this overall pattern,
there are significant variations: even at the lowest income levels, there are
some losses, while there are also gains at very high income levels.
High-income gainers comprise mainly families with several children, for
whom the increased payments in respect of children outweigh the effects
of a high tax rate. Low-income losers would include individuals with and
without children who benefitted from social welfare payments higher than
those at the lowest rates. Couples who were on a higher rate of social
welfare payment would often find that the loss involved in moving from a
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higher to a lower rate was offset by the fact that two full individual
payments would be made, rather than one at the full rate and one "adult
dependant" payment.

An examination of the distribution of gains and losses over different
family types helps to shed further light on the gainers and losers from this
package. We classify family units using information on marital status
(married or other), presence or absence of children, and information on the
self-reported labour force status (employee, unemployed or retired) and age
(above or below the social welfare pension age of 66) for one or both adults.
A couple with one person employed and the other unemployed is allocated
to the category "one-earner couple", with or without children as
appropriate; a couple with one person unemployed and the other not
employed (e.g., in "home duties") is allocated to the category "unemployed
couple", along with couples where both members are unemployed. The
small number of unemployed lone parents are grouped with other
non-employed lone parents, most of whom are dependent on the special
social welfare payments for this group, rather than the general
unemployment benefit and assistance schemes. A residual category picks
up those tax units which are not lone parents or pensioners, and have no
member in employment or unemployed.

Table 4.2 shows the distribution of gains and losses across these family
or tax unit types. There is considerable diversity of experience across each
of the groups. One-earner couples with children are among those most
likely to experience large gains, and almost 45 per cent of those with gains
above £10 per week are in this group. Lone parents, whether employed or
not, and two-earner couples without children are among those most likely
to experience large losses: close to 80 per cent of lone parents, and almost
85 per cent of two-earner childless couples would lose more than £10 per
week. In the case of lone parents, the losses relate to the abolition of special
social welfare rates (including widow’s contributory and non-contributory
pensions) for this group, and to the abolition of special tax allowances; for
two-earner couples the losses have more to do with the height of the tax
rate required to finance the basic income scheme. Almost 40 per cent of
those with the largest losses (over £10 per week) are single employees.



Table 4.2: Distribution of Gains and Losses by Family Type: Individual Basic Income 1987

LOSS p w

Tax unit type Over £10    £5-£10 £1-£5    Gain or
loss < £1

Gain p w

£1-£5 £5-£10 Over £10 ALL

Single Thousands of tax units

Employee 202 43 33 17 28
Unemployed 17 30 46 2 3
Employed Lone Parent 10 I 0 0 0
Other Lone Parent 24 I I I 2
Pensioner 36 40 49 23 5

Couples

One earner, no children 26 3 4 4 4
One earner, with children 55 9 I 0 6 15
Two earners, no children 25 I I 0 1
Two earners, with children 35 6 3 3 3
Two earners, I rel. asst. 2 0 0 0 0
Unemployed. no children 2 0 I 2 I
Unemployed. with children 4 2 18 8 9
Pensioner 25 19 8 9 2

Other Tax Units 53 28 6 7 2

ALL 516 182 180 83 73
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Note." 1. Columns and rows may not add to totals due to rounding.
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4.3 Basic Family Income and Partial Basic Income
In this section, we examine how the extent and nature of the

distributional effects are altered by a shift to a family unit basis of
assessment, or a partial basic income. Table 4.3 presents the results for a
basic family income of £35 per week for an individual, and £56 for a
couple, with the same payment for children (£12.70) as before: this
required a tax rate of 56 per cent as against 61 per cent for a basic individual
income. The number of gainers and losers is very similar to that under a
basic individual income, but the average gain and loss are slightly lower,
at around £22 and £ 14 per week respectively. About a quarter of tax units
would experience a gain of over £10 per week, while about 28 per cent
would lose a similar amount. Losses remain concentrated at the top of the
income distribution, with net losses of about £200m per annum - about half
the figure for the full basic income - for the top 30 per cent of the
population.
Table 4.3: Distribution of Gains and Losses from a Basic Family htcome, 1987

Net equivalent % of tax % Change hi Aggregate Aggregate
incomet (£ p w) units ave. income Gain Loss

More than Less than £m p a £m p a

37.70 10.0 42.6 140.9 17.7
37.70 43.90 I 1.4 - 1.9 50. I 62.5
43.90 49.10 8.6 -1.4 46.7 53.1
49. I 0 54.30 9.2 6. I 77. I 42.3
54.30 62.53 10.9 0. I 80. I 79.6
62.53 77.60 10.0 3.7 92.6 56.7
77.60 94.80 10.0 2.5 74.2 44.2
94.80 113.73 10.0 -3.6 38.8 86.4

113.73 144.70 10.0 -4.1 31.8 98.4
144.70 9.9 -3.8 30.7 125.4

ALL 100.0 0.0 662.7 666. I

Notes: I. Under baseline 1987 policy and cquiwdcnce scale: I for the first adult. 0.66
for other adults, and 0.33 per child.
2. A "tax unit" is defined as an individual, or married couple, together with
dependent children (aged under 15 or in full-time education).
3. Columns may not add to totals due to rounding,



Table 4.4: Distribution of Gains and Losses by Family Type: Basic Family hlcome, 1987

Loss p W

Ta.r unit o,pe Over £10    £5-£10 £1-£5    Gain or
loss < £1

Gain p w

£1-£5 £5-£10 Over£10 ALL

Single Thousands of fax units

Employee 58 101 63 35 41
Unemployed 17 30 46 2 3
Employed Lone Parent 8 2 0 0 0
Other Lone Parent 23 2 I I 2
Pensioner 30 42 50 26 2

Couples

One earner, no children 28 5 5 2 6
One earner, with children 42 II 13 5 16
Two earners, no children 26 I I 0 0
Two earners, with children 30 8 5 2 5
Two earners, I tel. asst. 3 1 1 I I
Unemployed, no children 5 3 0 0 0
Unemployed, with children 36 30 5 I 0
Pensioner 59 3 2 2 8

Other Tax Units 63 23 4 2 3

ALL 429 262 193 79 87

37 58 393
5 31 134
0 2 12
0 3 31
6 I1 166

5 14 66
25 182 293
0 I 29
5 22 76
3 25 35
0 0 9
I 6 79
5 II 90

5 18 119

98 383 1531
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Net gains are heavily concentrated on the bottom 10 per cent of the
population, but in contrast with the basic individual income, there are net
losses rather than net gains for the next 20 per cent of the population. This
has much to do with the difference in the treatment of couples. Couples
who originally benefitted from a social welfare payment at a higher rate
would, in general, lose from a move to a basic family income at the lowest
rates of social welfare payment; but they would lose less, or even gain, if,
as in the option considered in Section 4.2, each individual received the
same rate of payment as a single adult. The other net gains go to the 4th,
5th and 7th deciles of the equivalent income distribution.

Single employees still bulk large among those experiencing losses, but
the extent of their losses is more limited: the number of single employees
experiencing a loss of over £10 per week is less than one-third of that for
an individual basic income at the same level. Lone parents still have a high
probability of experiencing such losses, but the overall incidence of losses
in excess of £10 per week is more evenly spread across family types.
One-earner couples with children still predominate among those with large
gains.

A dual tax rate scheme can significantly affect the extent and pattern
of vertical redistribution, as shown in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Distribution of Gains and Losses from a Dual Rate Basic Family Income.
1987I

Net equivalent % of ta.r % Change in Aggregate Aggregate
income2 (£ p w) units ave. income Gain Loss

More than Less than £m p a £m p a

37.70 I 0.0 41.0 136.02 17.92
37.70 43.90 I 1.4 -2.6 45.40 62.74
43.90 49.10 8.6 -2.9 39.89 53.74
49.10 54.30 9.2 3.8 65.13 43.52
54.30 62.53 10.9 -2.0 67.97 85.02
62.53 77.60 10.0 1.8 83.09 64.12
77.60 94.80 10.0 1.0 64.83 52.95
94.80 113.73 10.0 -4.2 39.14 96.66

113.73 144.70 10.0 -2.8 35.20 77.66
144.70 9.9 -0.8 59.51 78.47

ALL 100.0 0.0 636.2 632.8

Notes: I. Initial tax rate 67.5%, applicable up to "break-even" income; subsequent tax
rate 52%.

2. Under baseline 1987 policy and equiwdence scale: I for the first adult, 0.66
for other adults, and 0.33 per child.

While there are still substantial net gains at the bottom of the
distribution, the net losses for the top two income groups are curtailed by
the lowering of the top tax rate from almost 57 per cent to 52 per cent. Net
gains for all other income groups are reduced (or net losses increased) by
the dual tax rate structure, as the high initial rate of tax claws back the basic
benefit more quickly. The pattern of gains and losses by family type under
a dual tax rate structure is still broadly similar to that shown in Table 4.4.
The reduction in the top tax rate helps to reduce the numbers losing over
£10 per week by about 30,000 but this still leaves almost 400,000 families
in this category.

The pattern of distributive effects differs again under a Honohan-type
basic individual income (Table 4.6), where the high initial withdrawal rate
(67.5 per cent) applies over a longer range of incomes, and the subsequent
tax rate is 43 per cent. Net losses are concentrated in the upper middle
reaches of the distribution, while the top experiences a small net gain; there
are major gains for the 20 per cent of families with the lowest net equivalent
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incomes. The gains at the top can be explained by the lowering of the top
tax rate, which is of great importance to that group. For those at the bottom
of the distribution, on the other hand, the only change is an increase in the
tax rate applying to their other incomes from about 61 per cent to 67.5 per
cent, which has little effect. This change has the greatest effect on families
who have large amounts of income to which the increased tax rate applies:
these lie in the upper middle reaches of the equivalent income distribution.

Table 4.6: Distribution of Gains and Losses from a Honohan-type Individual Basic
Income, 1987-

Net equivalent % of ta.r % Change in Aggregate Aggregate

income2 (£ p w) units ave. income Gain Loss

More than Less than £m p a £m p a

37.70 10.0 48.1 155.7 17.1

37.70 43.90 I 1.4 8.5 75. I 19.3

43.90 49. I 0 8.6 1.9 51.9 42.7

49. I 0 54.30 9.2 6.2 73.0 37.3

54.30 62.53 I 1.2 2.7 73.6 51.2

62.53 77.60 10.4 1.3 68.4 55.5

77.60 94.80 9.6 -2.8 48.8 8 I. I

94.80 113.73 10.5 -9.1 31.1 156.0

113.73 144.70 9.4 -6.1 33.5 127.6

144.70 9.7 -0.8 87.2 108.3

ALL 100.0 0.0 696.1 698.2

Nares: I. Initial tax rate 67.5%, applicable up to "break-even" income: subsequent tax
rate 41%.
2. Under baseline 1987 policy and equivalence scale: I for Ihe first adult. 0.66
for other adults, and 0.33 per chitd.

It might be expected that a partial basic income, :iimed mainly at
replacing a part of existing social welfare payments and the personal
allowances in the income tax system, would have much more limited
distributional consequences. The version of partial basic income we
examine here was indeed very close to the 1987 system in many respects.
Tax bands stayed unchanged and the only alteration in rates was a slight
fall in the standard rate. Deductions, such as mortgage interest relief,
remained the same. Employee PRSI contributions were retained. For
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reasons set out in Chapter 2, we assumed that all social welfare payments
were excluded from the revised income tax base. Table 4.7 sets out the
distributional impact of this reform.

Table 4.7: Distribution of Gains and Losses from a Partial Basic hwome, 1987 i

Net equivalent % of tax % Change in Aggregate Aggregate
income2 (£ p w) units ave. income Gab1 Loss

More than Less than £m p a £m p a

37.70 10.0 15.5 70.0 25.6
37.70 43.90 I 1.4 3. I 23.3 3.3
43.90 49.10 8.6 3.1 21.0 6.2
49. I 0 54.30 9.2 4.2 31.5 7.2
54.30 62.53 10.9 2.3 32.4 13.9
62.53 77.60 10.0 3.2 46.4 16.4
77.60 94.80 I 0.0 I. I 44.1 30.2
94.80 I 13.73 I 0.0 -2.1 25.0 52.2

113.73 144.70 10.0 -4.0 19.7 86.5
144.70 9.9 -2.7 20.0 89.2

ALL3 100.0 0.0 333.4 330.7

Notes; I. Partial basic income of£21 per week for each adult, with personal and adult
dependant rates for social welfare schemes adjusted accordingly. Child income
support continues through child benefit and child dependant additions. Personal
income tax allowances (including PAYE, PRSI, lone parent and widowed
allowances) and exemption limits (including age exemptions and child additions)
abolished. Tax bands are identical to 1987 levels, and tax rates are 34.5 percent,
48 percent and 58 per cent: almost identical to 1987.

2. Under baseline 1987 policy and equivalence scale: I for the first adult. 0.66
for other adults, and 0.33 per child.
3. Figures may not add to totals because of rounding.

It is true that the extent of I:trge gains and losses is somewhat lower
than for the more radical basic income options. About I family in 6 would
experience a gain or loss in excess of £10 per week, and about I in 10
would experience a gain or loss of between £5 and £10 per week. But there
are substantial net losses in the top three income deciles. These arise
mainly because the partial basic income is less valuable to these families
than the personal tax allowances ewduated at the higher or top rates of tax.
The £21 per week basic income is just above what is needed to compensate

\
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a standard rate taxpayer for the loss of the personal allowance of £2,000
and the PAYE and PRSI allowances of £986. But higher and top rate
taxpayers lose from this change. There are small gains (less than £1 per
week) to employees on the standard rate of tax and larger gains to farmers
and the self-employed on the standard rate of tax. A significant part of the
gains goes to those at the bottom of the distribution, including young single
people whose unemployment assistance entitlements are curtailed by the
rules concerning "benefit and privilege" assessment; but there are also
significant net gains in the middle part of the income distribution. A reform
which at the same time, abolished PRSI, and moved to a single tax rate
would have rather different implications for the upper half of the
distribution: the top decile would experience a net gain, while losses in the
7th and 8th deciles would be greater.

The distribution of gains and losses by family type shows a great
diversity of experience. Two-earner couples, with or without children, are
likely to lose. So too are the small number of employed lone parents; but
other lone parents are often unaffected, as their social welfare payment
"tops up" their partial basic income to the same level as before. There are
some losses among the unemployed, though most find their income
unchanged.



Table 4.8: Distribution of Gains and Losses by Fumily Type: Partial Basic Income, 1987

Loss p w

T~Lr trait O’pe Over £10    £5-£10 £1-£5    Gain or
loss < £1

Gain p w

£1-£5 £5-£10 Over £10 ALL

Single Thousands of ta.r units

Employee 77 95 60 44 58
Unemployed 30 2 2 76 5
Employed Lone Parent 10 0 I I 0
Other Lone Parent 6 I I 20 0
Pensioner 8 17 18 I I I 7

Couples

One earner, no children 12 5 6 5 5
One earner, with children 39 14 21 16 22
Two earners, no children 19 3 2 0 3
Two earners, with children 33 9 8 2 5
Two earners, I rel. asst. 1 I 4 5 I
Unemployed, no children 1 0 I 7 0
Unemployed, with children 2 I 3 66 0
Pensioner 12 7 14 36 4

Other Tax Units 7 4 6 73 5

ALL 255 160 148 460 I 13
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4.4 Summary
The nature and extent of the redistribution involved in a basic income

depend very much on the level of the payment, and the tax rate(s) required
to finance it. Furthermore, each of the options considered generated very
diverse outcomes: there were significant gains and losses within each
income group and family type. A basic individual income close to the
lowest rates of payment of social welfare in 1987 (about £35 per week)
would involve a very substantial redistribution of resources from the top of
the income distribution towards the bottom. A basic family income at
similar rates to the lowest social welfare payments could be financed by a
lower tax rate, and would involve a smaller, though still substantial,
redistribution front the top to the bottom of the income scale. One-earner
families with children would be particularly likely to benefit from this
radical reform. Lone parents, whether in or out of employment, would lose
from the abolition of their special treatment under the current tax and social
welfare codes. Two-earner couples with children would be more likely to
lose.

A partial basic income which "cashed out" the value of personal tax
free allowances at the standard rate, but retained the PRSI system and the
existing structure of tax rates and bands would involve a redistribution from
high to low incomes. High or top-rate taxpayers would tend to lose out
from the change, as the value of their tax free allowances under the current
system would be greater than the partial basic income replacing them. But
a partial basic income which abolished PRSI and moved to a single rate of
tax would lead to different effects, particularly for the upper half of the
income distribution.

All of this discussion is predicated on analysis which assumes that
labour market behaviour and outcomes do not respond to the radical change
in tax/tr:msfer policy. But current labour market structure and behaviour
reflects, to some degree, the incentives created by the current ta,,dtransfer
system. For many, the rationale for integrating the income tax and welfare
systems into a basic income system is that it will make it more attractive to
offer and take up employment. It is to this crucial issue that we turn in the
next chapter.



Chapter 5

INCENTIVE ISSUES

5. I Introduction
An important part of the motivation for the basic income approach to

reform of the tax/transfer system is that it would improve the incentive to
work. The dynamic unleashed by this change would, it is hoped, lead to an
increase in employment and a fall in unemployment. If this is the case, the
higher level of employment would lead to higher tax revenue for any given
tax rates. This, in turn, would permit a reduction in the rate of tax needed
to finance the reform. Our analysis up to this point has made the technical
assumption that labour market behaviour and pre-tax incomes remain
unchanged under the reform: we now consider what impact the reformed
system, costed on this basis, would have on the incentives to work faced by
different individuals. This is an essential starting point if we are to assess
whether the "virtuous cycle" of improved incentives and reduced tax rates
is likely to become a reality.

There are many facets to the incentive to work. A reform may improve
the incentive to work for some individuals and disimprove it for others; or
improve certain aspects of work incentives for a given individual and
worsen other aspects. In Section 5.2, we outline some of the dimensions
of work incentives which are most salient from the point of view of
employment growth. We conclude that it is the effect of basic incomes on
the balance between in-work and out-of-work incomes which is most likely
to give rise to positive dynamic effects. Replacement rates, showing
out-of-work income as a proportion of in-work income, are commonly used
to measure this balance. In Section 5.3, we focus more closely on the issues
arising in constructing measures of replacement rates. Section 5.4 presents
results on replacement rates for 1987, under the policies then prevailing.
Section 5.5 considers how these replacement rates would be affected by
alternative full and partial basic income proposals. The final section draws
together the main findings.

5.2 Tax, Incentives and Employment
The labour market is a complex one, with many unique characteristics.

It is, of course, a simplification to speak of "the" labour market; but there
are many factors linking the markets for different types of labour services,
so that it does make sense to consider the aggregate market for labour. As
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in other markets, supply and demand forces each play a role in determining
the price and quantities which are bought and sold. The price in this case
is the wage rate, and the quantity can be thought of as the total hours of
work, which takes into account not only the numbers employed but also the
hours worked by each employee.

A key feature of the labour market is that the various taxes on
expenditure, income and employment drive a wedge between the cost of
labour to employers and the real net income gained from employment by
employees.~ In simple, perfectly competitive models of the labour market,
an increase in the tax wedge can lead to fewer workers offering themselves
for employment at any given wage level; this in turn can lead to an
increased wage and lower employment. Conversely, a tax cut which makes
it more attractive to take up employment at a given gross wage level can
lead to an increase in the numbers offering themselves for work, a fall in
the gross wage (while net incomes after tax rise) and an increase in
employment: employers facing a lower gross wage are willing to hire more
labour.2 Labour market models of supply and demand forces operating
under perfect competition cannot explain the existence of involuntary
unemployment. More complex models, which allow for collective
bargaining at plant, industry or national level, can allow for this possibility.
In some, though not all, of these models, the tax wedge has effects which
are similar in nature to those under perfect competition.

The level and structure of employment and unemployment can also be
influenced by the withdrawal of cash and non-cash benefits for those
moving from unemployment into employment. The withdrawal of cash
and non-cash benefits (such as medical card entitlement or rent reductions
under the local authorities’ differential rent schemes) may make it difficult
for low wage employment to be created.

Given the overall government budget constraint, reductions in
employment related taxes must be offset by reductions in government
expenditure or increases in other taxes. As noted in Chapter 3, there are
arguments for a shift in the balance of taxes away from employment,
towards property. But the key feature of a basic income scheme is a change
in the structure of personal taxes and transfers, for a given level of

~The nature of the "tax wedge" is cogently summarised by Tansey, 1991.

~Technically. this is a shift along the demand curve for labour, brought about by an upward shift in
the supply curve. All of the reforms considered here would seek to operate in this way. so we can
focus on their effects on the supply of labour.
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resources in the tax/transfer system. For that reason, we can concentrate
on evaluating its potential dynamic effects in the context of costings which
use the same resources as are used by the current tax/transfer system.

The overall supply of labour can be seen as reflecting individual
decisions on whether or not to seek work, and on how many hours of work
to seek (e.g., to seek voluntary overtime, or to seek part-time work). These
individual choices may be constrained by demand-side factors: job seekers
may not receive a job offer, and others may be faced with a choice between
no work or full-time work, when they would prefer to work part-time. But
the overall supply of labour to the market is influenced by individual
choices as to what wage levels are acceptable and preferred hours of work.
In the Irish context, decisions regarding emigration and return migration
are also relevant.

A reform of income taxes and transfers, given a fixed net revenue
requirement, may improve work incentives for some groups and worsen
them for others. It may, however, have a significant positive effect on
overall labour supply by increasing the incentive to supply labour for the
most responsive groups3; or by removing barriers to the labour market
integration of groups which are currently faced with particularly high rates
of tax-cum-benefit withdrawal.

One of the major advantages claimed for basic income schemes is that
they would allow those currently unemployed to build on their out-of-work
income in a way which is not allowed by the current tax/transfer structure.
This change would, it is hoped, lead to an increase in employment.
Employers would be able to find job-seekers at lower wages than they can
currently offer, and job-seekers would find these wages acceptable under
the new tax-transfer system. For this to come about, it must be the case that
the basic income structure makes the balance between income out of work
and income in work more rewarding than at present for low wages. This
balance is generally measured by replacement rates, which calculate the
percentage of in-work income that individuals would receive when
unemployed. In the next section we discuss the issues arising in the
measurement of replacement rates, and in subsequent sections we apply
these measures for the system current in 1987 and some basic income
options.

~For a detailed argument along these lines, see Callan and Farrell (1991).
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A further improvement in incentives offered by a basic income
structure is the effective abolition of the low income poverty trap for
employees with families. This arises because as earnings increase, Family
Income Supplement is withdrawn at the rate of 60 per cent of gross income;
while income tax may take as much as 40 per cent of gross income. A
detailed assessment of the evolution of this trap between 1987 and 1993 is
provided in Callau and O’Neill (1993). The numbers of individuals directly
affected by this trap are limited. Reforms which tackle this issue are,
indeed, desirable - even if only as a matter of fairness to the relatively small
number of families directly affected. But if this change is to have
substantial dynamic effects they too will come from altering the balance of
incentives as between income out of work and income in employment. For
this reason, we do not specifically set out the impact of the basic income
schemes on the low-poverty trap - which is clearly beneficial - but instead
focus our attention on the impact on replacement rates, which measure the
balance between incomes in work and income when unemployed.

Basic income reforms can be regarded as designed specifically to
address each of these two incentive problems. But they can have other,
detrimental side-effects on incentives. The tax rates required to finance a
basic income can mean that many employees face higher marginal tax rates
than under the current system. This can have an impact on the willingness
of such employees to work additional hours, or may make reductions in
working hours attractive to them. Other things being equal, the reduction
in their labour supply could put upward pressure on labour costs, tending
to worsen the prospects for employment.4 Perhaps more significantly, the
reforms could have the effect of worsening the income situation of young,
single employees. The high taxes already paid by this group are a factor in
inducing emigration; a further reduction in the labour supply of this group
to the Irish economy could also lead to upward pressure on wages. Our
analysis does not deal with these potentially detrimental side-effects, but
focuses instead on the area where a basic income reform could be expected
to have its greatest positive impact on incentives and employment: the
balance between income in work and out of work.

5.3 Replacement Rates: Concepts and Measures
The general idea of a replacement rate is to provide a measure of the

balance between income in work and income out of work. This can be of

4Provided that wage costs did not increase, there could be a redistribution of work from those
currently in employment to those currently unemployed; but the proviso is a significant one.
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importance from a number of points of view. For example, it could be
relevant in assessing the financial incentive for unemployed persons to seek
employment or accept job offers, or the incentive facing employees to
continue in employment or accept a redundancy package. It could also be
relevant in assessing the adequacy of the income replacement package for
those becoming unemployed.

There is no unique rate which is the "best" measure for all purposes.
Obviously, earnings from employment (or potential employment) and cash
benefits (or potential cash benefits) from unemployment are key
components in the calculation of replacement rates. But calculations may
include or exclude other income (including the earnings of a spouse, for
example), secondary non-cash benefits and work expenses (such as travel
and child minding). Furthermore the time period and the time path involved
may be significant. At the time of the Survey, insured workers could
initially qualify for Unemployment Benefit and Pay-Related Benefit. When
entitlement to these benefits was exhausted, Unemployment Assistance
was payable, at a lower rate. On the other side of the balance, the issue
arises of whether past earnings or prospective future earnings were more
relevant for the decisions of the unemployed. Net earnings may also be
affected by the time pattern of employment and unemployment, because of
the cumulative nature of the PAYE system, and the special tax-free status
of Unemployment Assistance, and (formerly) of Unemployment Benefit.

From the point of view of income adequacy, a replacement rate based
on the ratio of benefits to after-tax earnings in the last job, or on after-tax
incomes out of work and in the last job may be most relevant. Atkinson and
Micklewright (1985) also suggest that the ratio of benefits to net earnings
in the last job may be of interest from an incentive point of view: it may
play a role as a "rule of thumb" which influences the reservation wage of
the unemployed. Some results based on this measure were presented in

¯ Callan and Nolan (1994). But in many models of search behaviour, the key
elements are after-tax income in a prospective job, and after-tax income
when out of work. Replacement rates based on this concept have been used
in many studies of the incentive effects of the benefit system on the
unemployed in the UK (e.g., Nickell, 1979; Narendranathan, Nickell and
Stern, 1985). It is this concept which is the basis for the replacement rates
analysed in this chapter. We extend the usual analysis of replacement rates
for the unemployed to encompass replacement rates for employees. This is
particularly relevant for refornls of the basic income type, where transfers
become unconditional, so that employed individuals with high replacement
rates could choose to "opt out" of employment and maintain most of their
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income. We do not address the issue of whether or not employed
individuals would be likely to make such a choice: our aim here is simply
to set out the financial incentives facing them, in the same way as for the
unemployed.

For the purposes of the present analysis, we propose two strategic
simplifications. First, in a situation where long-term unemployment has
risen markedly, we argue that it is the rate of long-term unemployment
assistance which is the most relevant to the debate on incentives. This
means that we can abstract from issues surrounding tax refunds, pay-related
benefit and differences between unemployment benefit and unemployment
assistance. Many of these distinctions have in any case become less
relevant, as social welfare rates for unemployment benefit and long-term
unemployment assistance have almost converged and pay-related benefit
has been abolished. Second, because our interest is mainly in the effect of
changes in the tax/transfer system on replacement rates, we can focus
exclusively on replacement rates in cash terms: it is essentially the cash
element of the calculations which is affected by basic income reforms.
Thus, we can leave aside secondary and non-cash benefits such as medical
cards, and differential rents for local authority tenants as issues which can
be analysed separately from refornl of cash transfers and taxes. We do not
suggest that the measure used here is the only one which is relevant in the
debate concerning work incentives. But it is suitable for the purpose of
analysing the effects of alternative basic income reforms on replacement
rates, in the context in which there is high long-term unemployment.

The measure used here is, therefore, the ratio of disposable income
(i.e., income after tax, PRSI and benefits) when unemployed to disposable
income when employed. In the case of married couples, we concentrate on
the replacement rate facing the husband, with the wife’s labour force status
and gross earnings held constant: her net earnings and/or social welfare
entitlement may, however, be affected by whether or not her husband is in
employment. The focus is in the family’s disposable income when the man
is employed and unemployed: similar results could be expected for married
women when the husband’s labour force status and earnings are held
constant.

For the unemployed, gross earnings when employed are predicted
using separate wage equations for married and single men and women
(Callan and Wren, 1994, Chapter 4). These wage equations establish a
relationship between personal characteristics (such as level of education
and length of labour market experience) and the wages received by those
in employment. The resulting distribution of wage rates for the unemployed
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is compared with the overall wage distribution of those in employment in
Table 5.1. It can be seen that those who are currently unemployed are
concentrated towards the lower end of the wage distribution. Thus, the
wage they could earn if they became employed would typically be lower
than the average wage of those in employment - something which is not
taken into account in calculations which focus on replacement rates at
average industrial earnings (about £4.70 per hour in 1987).

Table 5. I : Distribution of Hourly Wage Rates for Employees and Predicted Hourly
Wage Rates for Unemp#)yed, 1987

Wage Rate (£ per hour) % of employees % of unemployed

< 2 9.8 18.8
2 < 3 12.7 44.0
3 < 4 22.0 19.2
4 < 5 19.2 14.8
5 < 6 I 1.9 2.6
6 < 7 7.8 0.4
7 < 8 4.7 0.2

> 8 11.9 0.1
ALLI

100.0 100.0

Note: I. Figures may not add to totals because of rounding.

In this approach, predicted wages for the unemployed are based on the
relationship between wages and personal characteristics for those who have
jobs. The predicted wages are therefore influenced by the current structure
of employment and the level of wages. It may be that under a basic income,
lower wages than those currently paid would become relevant. For this
reason, we have also considered the impact of basic income refornls on
replacement rates at some fixed wage levels (including £100 per week and
£200 per week in 1987). In this way we are able to directly address two
separate, but related, questions. First, does the basic income reform
improve the incentive to work for jobs at, say, £100 per week? Second,
does the basic income reform improve the incentive to work at wages
corresponding to the education and experience profile of the unemployed?

While in this report we follow the usual practice of focusing on the
replacement ratio as a convenient summary statistic, it should be noted that
the incentive to work may vary for individuals facing the same replacement
rate. For example, a replacement rate of 80 per cent could arise from an
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income in work of £ 100 and an income out of work of £80, or from income
levels which are double (or treble) these amounts. In other words, the
amount of extra income which could be earned by taking up employment
could vary markedly even for individuals facing the same replacement rate.

5.4 Replacement Rates in 1987
Replacement rates based on long-term unemployment assistance

entitlements in 1987, and calculated as described in Section 5.2, are
reported in Table 5.2. It should be remembered that these calculations
concentrate on cash transfers and taxes; they do not take into account work
expenses, the value of medical card entitlements, differential rents or
benefits "passported" on social welfare status. They do, however, take full
account of the distribution of prospective wages faced by the unemployed
- including the fact that the average wage faced is lower than the average
industrial wage, and that some individuals face very low potential wages
indeed. It is of interest that only about 10 per cent of unemployed persons
face a replacement rate in these terms of over 80 per cent. Furthermore,
over half of all those facing replacement rates in excess of 80 per cent are
currently in employment. The contrast is even more striking in terries of the
most extreme replacement rates of over 100 per cent, where the vast
majority are in employment.

Nevertheless, it should also be noted that the unemployment rate tends
to be higher at higher replacement rates. Among those with replacement
rates below 60 per cent, the unemployment rate is just over 20 per cent,
while for those with replacement rates above 60 per cent the unenlployment
rate is above 40 per cent. There are several possible explanations for this
relationship. One is that unemployment tends to be greater in unskilled
occupations and industries, which also tend to have lower wage rates and
hence higher replacement rates; another is that the individuals concerned
tend to have longer spells of unemployment because of the higher
replacement rates. A great deal of research has ’been undertaken
internationally in an attempt to disentangle these and other influences.
Recent surveys of the evidence (e.g., Chiplin, 1992) suggest that high
replacement rates do have significant effects on the length of
unemployment spells, but that the impact on aggregate unemployment is
limited. Further research on this issue is needed in the Irish context: the
data gathered in the EU-sponsored Household Panel Study, currently being
undertaken by the ESRI, will provide a suitable basis for such research.
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Table 5.2: Replacement Rates for Employees and Unemployed, 1987I

Replacement rate % of unemployed % of employees
(per cent)

0 < 20 3.8 9.0
20 < 40 14.6 36.4
40 < 60 39.4 33.6
60 < 80 31.9 16.7
80 < 100 9.6 2.9

> 100 0.6 1.4

100.0 100.0
Population estimate: 220,800 634,800

Note: I. Replacement rates calculated from modelled social welfare entitlements for

both groups: actual wage income for employees, and predicted hourly wages for
the unemployed, assuming a 40 hour week.

Looking more closely at the unemployed, we now ask how
replacement rates vary by marital status, and for those with and without
children? Table 5.3 summarises the distributions for single persons without
children, and for married persons with and without children.5 Almost 9 out
of 10 single persons face replacement rates below 60 per cent, and all but
a few face rates below 80 per cent. About I in 10 of those married without
children face rates of between 80 and 100 per cent. But almost a quarter of
those who are married with children face rates above 80 per cent.

~’he number of single persons with children is too low to :lllow a separate breakdown for this group.
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Table 5.3: Replacement Rates for Unemployed Classified by Marital Status and
Presence of Children. 1987I

Replacement rate Single, Married. Married,

(per cent) no children no children with children

0 < 20 6.2 0.0 0.7

20 < 40 24.9 6.3 1.0
40 < 60 55.6 59.5 13.0

60 < 80 12.9 23.5 60.4

80 < 100 0.2 10.7 23.6

> 100 0.2 0.0 1.2

100.0 100.0 100.0

Note: I. Replacement rates calculated from modelled social welfare entitlements for
both groups; actual wage income for employees, and predicted hourly wages for
the unemployed, assuming a 40 hour week.

5.5 Replacement Rates under Basic Income Reforms
We now consider the impact of alternative basic income reforms on

the distribution of replacement rates for the unemployed and for those
currently in employment. Table 5.4 presents the results for a basic
individual income of £35 per week, with a child payment of £12.70 per
week, financed by a uniform income tax rate of 61.6 per cent. The
proportion of unemployed individuals with replacement rates above 80 per
cent falls from about I in 10 to about I in 100. Thus, the highest
replacement rates are all but eliminated. Replacement rates of between 60
and 80 per cent become more common. The impact on the highest
replacement rates for employees is not so dramatic: the proportion with
rates above g0 per cent is approximately halved, to about 2.1 per cent.
Replacement rates of between 60 and 80 per cent also become somewhat
more common for employees.
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Table 5.4: Replacement Rates for Employees and Unemployed, 1987 and Basic
Individual Incomel

% of unemployed                % of employees

Replacement rate 1987 Basic individual 1987 Basic individual
(per cent) income income

0 < 20 3.8 0 9.0 1.0
20 < 40 14.6 13.0 36.4 30.0
40 < 60 39.4 45.7 33.6 47.5
60 < 80 31.9 40.3 16.7 19.5
80 < 100 9.6 1.0 2.9 2.1

> 100 0.6 0.0 1.4 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Population estimate: 220,800 634,800

Note: I. Replacement rates calculated from modelled social welfare entitlements for
both groups; actual wage income for employees, and predicted hourly wages for
the unemployed, assuming a 40 hour week.

A basic family income (of £35 for an individual, and £56 for a couple,
financed by a uniform tax rate of 56.7 per cent) would have very similar
effects on the incidence of the highest replacement rates, as shown in Table
5.5. The highest rates are almost eliminated for the unemployed, and the
incidence is more than halved for employees. But in contrast with an
individual basic income, replacement rates of between 60 and 80 per cent
become less common, both for employees and the unemployed. This
reflects the impact of a lower tax rate needed to finance the basic family
income. A dual rate basic family income has similar effects, despite the
higher initial tm’~ rate.
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Table 5.5: Replacement Rates for Employees and Unemployed, 1987 and Basic
Family hlcomeI

Replacentent
I’ate

(per cent)

% of unemployed % of employees

1987 Basic Dual Rate 1987 Basic Dual Rate

family Basic family family Basic family

income income income income

0 < 20 3.8 0 0.0 9.0 2.0 2.5

20 < 40 14.6 16.4 15.0 36.4 41.9 41.0

40 < 60 39.4 58.8 56.4 33.6 40.7 40.1

60 < 80 31.9 24.5 27.4 16.7 13.5 15.0

80 < 100 9.6 0.3 1.2 2.9 1.9 1.4

> 100 0.6 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Population estimate: 220,800 634,800

Note: I. Replacement rates calculated from modelled social welfare entitlements for
both groups; actual wage income for employees, and predicted hourly wages for
the unemployed, assuming a 40 hour week.

How effective is a partial basic income in reducing high replacement
rates? Table 5.6 shows that a partial basic income of £21 per week,
financed by the abolition of most personal allowances (including PAYE
and PRSI allowances)could reduce the incidence of high replacement rates
anaong the unemployed by over half: from 10.2 per cent to 4.7 per cent.
There is little impact on the replacement rates faced by employees. This is
a common feature across all the schemes examined above. Thus, for these
schemes, fears that the high tax rates required for revenue neutrality would
have a major impact on the replacement rates faced by employees do not
seem to be borne out.6

nil is true, of course, that many employees will face a higher marginal rate of tax than under the 1987
system.
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Table 5.6: Replacement Rates for Employees and Unemployed, 1987 and Partial
Basic Income~

% ofmlemployed % of employees

Replacement rate 1987 Partial basic 1987 Partial basic

(per cent) income income

0 < 20 3.8 1.8 9.0 4.2

20 < 40 14.6 17.5 36.4 37.1

40 < 60 39.4 40.0 33.6 36.8

60 < 80 31.9 36.1 16.7 18.6

80 < 100 9.6 4.6 2.9 2.6

> 100 0.6 0.1 1.4 0.7

100.0          100.0         100.0          100.0
Population estimate:                  220.800                     634.800

Note: I. Replacement rates calculated from modelled social welfare entitlements for
both groups: actual wage iucome for employees, and predicted hourly wages for
the unemployed, assuming a 40 hour week.

Thus far we have concentrated our analysis on the impact of reforms
on replacement rates calculated at predicted wage rates for the unemployed,
on the assumption of a 40 hour week. We also find that the highest
replacement rates tend to be reduced by a basic income reform when
looking at jobs at a fixed wage of either £ 100 or £200 per week.

5.6 Conchtsions
We have argued that the strongest positive dynamic for employment

creation which would arise from a basic income scheme would be likely to
come from its impact on the balance between income from work and
income when unemployed. Replacement rates, based on net incomes in and
out of employment, are commonly used to assess the financial incentive to
take up employment facing those currently out of work.7 There is no single
replacement rate calculation which is best for all purposes; but for our
analysis, which is focused on a radical reform of the tax/transfer structure,
a replacement rate which focuses on cash transfers and taxes seems most

~’rhey may also be used to assess the incentive facing those currently employed to continue in
employment or 1o become unemployed.
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appropriate. Given the extent of long-term unemployment, the rate of
long-term unemployment assistance seems to be the most relevant benefit
on which to base the calculations.

Our analysis of the 1987 situation showed that about 1 in 10 of the
unemployed faced a replacement rate of over 80 per cent. But a greater
number of employed persons faced replacement rates of this level. While
this indicates that high replacement rates (even in excess of 100 per cent)
are not an absolute barrier to employment, it does not mean that high
replacement rates have no effect: the rate of unemployment was much
higher for persons with a high replacement rate. Married persons,
particularly those with children, were particularly likely to have a high
replacement rate: about a quarter had a replacement rate of over 80 per cent.

An individual basic income, at about £35 per week, was found
sufficient to virtually eliminate replacement rates of over 80 per cent for
those who are unemployed, and halve the incidence of such replacement
rates for employees. A basic family income, which could be financed by a
lower tax rate, had an even stronger effect in reducing replacement rates,
including those between 60 and 80 per cent. A partial basic income would
achieve about half the effect of a full basic income on high replacement
rates.

The analysis in this chapter has concentrated on the effect of a basic
income (or a partial basic income) on the budget constraints actually faced
by employed and unemployed persons. It could also be argued that a basic
income, or partial basic income, would create greater certainty as to income
in employment and do away with problems concerning take up of benefits
aimed at low income earners, such as the Family Income Supplement. This
would reinforce the favourable incentive effects of these reforms. On the
other hand, there are disincentive effects of the reforms which are not
captured by the analysis of replacement rates. Chief among these are the
high tax rates for basic individual and family incomes, which would create
incentives for a reduction in labour supply by those in employment; and an
incentive to emigrate for young persons, whose tax burden could rise even
relative to the current level. The overall effect on the supply of labour, and
on employment, is therefore uncertain; but the analysis shows that the
impact on replacement rates of basic income schemes could have been
positive in a 1987 context. In the next chapter (Section 6.4) we will
reconsider this issue in a more up-to-date setting.



Chapter 6

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

6. I Introduction
The findings in the last three chapters concerning the cost, distributive

and incentive impact of alternative basic income schemes were based on
analysis of the situation prevailing in 1987. Many of the trade-offs
identified remain valid today. But there is, naturally, a particular interest
in exploring how the trade-offs may have changed since then. Have policy
developments since 1987 made it easier or more difficult to introduce a
basic income? Have changes in the structure of the population made a basic
income easier to finance? These are the questions to which we turn in this
chapter. In Section 6.2, we describe briefly the most relevant developments
in the structure of the economy and of tax and welfare policy, and describe
how these changes are dealt with in the modelling procedures. The main
results on the cost and distributive effects of a basic individual income at
the lowest social welfare rates in 1993/94, a basic family income at similar
levels, and a partial basic income financed by the abolition of tax free
allowances, are set out in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 goes on to examine the
evolution of replacement rates in recent years, and the likely impact of
alternative basic income schemes on the current distribution. Section 6.5
examines reforms of child income support which draw on the notion of a
basic income for children, financed either from general taxation or from a
combination of general taxes and the inclusion of child benefit in the
income tax base. The main findings are drawn together in the concluding
section.

6.2 Uprating and Rebasing
The cost, distributive and incentive implications of basic income

reforms can be altered substantially by a change in the baseline on which
these reforms operate. Changes in this baseline can be divided into two
types: changes in the baseline tax and social welfare policies, and changes
in the population and economic structure. There have been significant
changes in each of these main areas since 1987.

Looking first at the changes in policies, there have been substantial
changes in both the income tax and social welfare systems. The top rate of
income tax in 1987 was 58 per cent; it is now 48 per cent, with the top two
rates of income tax having been arnalgamated. The standard rate of income

61
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tax is 27 per cent, down from 35 per cent in 1987. There has been some
widening of the standard rate band of income tax. On the social welfare
side, there have been many changes tending to harmonise and streamline
the rates of payment. Special increases for the schemes with the lowest
rates of payment have brought the personal rates of payment on different
schemes into a much narrower range. Similarly, there has been a
harmonisation of rates of payment for child dependant additions.

Turning to the population and economic structures, there has been a
small rise in the total population, and a more marked shift in its
composition: a sharp fall in the number of children, and a more modest rise
in the number of elderly people. The Live Register stood at around 230,000
in 1986, but is now closer to 300,000: unemployment on a Labour Force
Survey basis has been more stable. There was also a smaller rise in
employment, most of which is accounted for by a rise in women’s
employment. There has been substantial real growth in rates of pay for
employees, and farm incomes have also seen real growth front the very low
levels of 1986 (the base year for the ESRI farn~ income estimates).~

These developments have been incorporated into the modelling
process in three ways. First, the changes in policy parameters, such as tax
rates and social welfare rates, have been directly modelled. This makes it
possible to conduct analysis using a baseline of 1993/94 policy parameters.
Second, income growth for different sources of income can also be taken
into account. Using a combination of National Accounts and Labour Force
Survey information (supplemented, where necessary, by recent Quarterly
Economic Commentary estimates of the relevant statistics) it is possible to
uprate wage and salary incomes, farm incomes, and other self-employment
or capital incomes by the average growth in each of these income sources.
This uprating takes the income base for the model up to 1994: thus, the
scenario for the analysis of reform can be compared with the "opening
position" for the 1994 budget.

Changes in the structure of the population require a more complex
procedure. Essentially this changes the "weights" attached to each
household in the ESRI Survey so that the grossed-up Survey results capture
some key features of the 1994 population. Households with characteristics
which have become more common (e.g., containing an unemployed
person) are likely to have a higher weight; households of a type which has

*There may also have been an increase in the efficacy of revenue collection over this period. This
is nol taken into account in the model, but if it were. it would not be likely to alter the results
significantly.
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become less common (e.g., containing families with large numbers of
children) tend to receive a lower weight. The methods by which the
weights were derived are set out in Atkinson, Gomulka and Sutherland
(1988) and Gomulka (1992).2 The procedure changes the weights in order
to force the grossed-up estimates to conform to key statistics on the levels
of employment (for men and women); numbers in receipt of unemployment
benefit and unemployment assistance; the distribution of families by the
number of children in receipt of child benefit; and the number of married
persons; and the number of elderly persons. Ideally, as Gomulka (1992)
stresses, one would use alternative control totals to test the sensitivity of
results to these reweighting procedures; but in the time available to date,
we have concentrated on analysis using one uprated weight, and found that
the costings of a basic individual income did not greatly diverge from
analysis based on the original 1987 weights.

6.3 Estimates of Cost and Distributive hnpacts of Basic Incomes in
1993/I 994
We now briefly review the main results obtained from the analysis of

the 1993/94 situation. Three policy options were explored. First, an
individual basic income of £60 per week, close to the social welfare rate
for long-term unemployment assistance of£59.20 in 1993/94; together with
a child rate of £17.40 per week (based on a child dependant addition of
£ 12.80 and child benefit of£4.60 per week). Second, a basic farnily income
of £60 for an individual and £96 for a couple, with £17.40 for a child.
Third, a partial basic income, at £21 per week per adult (with no child rate).
This amount was originally chosen in 1987, as an approximation of the
value of the personal, PAYE and PRSI allowances at the then standard rate
of tax of 35 per cent. The fall in the standard rate of tax means that a similar
calculation in 1993/94 arrives at a figure below £17 per week; but a partial
basic income at a higher level, financed by a small increase in the standard
rate of tax may be of interest.

The estimated revenue-neutral tax rate for an individual basic income
is 68.6 per cent - significantly higher than that required in 1987 to fund a
basic income at the lowest rates of social welfare then prevailing. While
the degree of precision attached to this estimate is a good deal less than our
estimates for 1987, it is clear that the dominant factor behind this change
is that the lowest rates of social welfare have increased more rapidly than

:We are grateful to Joanna Gomulka for her advice on grossing-up issues, and for estimating the
weights used in the present analysis.
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other incomes.3 For example, the personal rate of long-term unemployment
assistance increased from £36.70 in 1986 to £59.20 in 1993 - an increase
of over 60 per cent, as compared with an increase of about 45 per cent in
earnings per person employed. Similarly, the tax rate required to finance a
basic family income (at £60 per week for an individual and £96 per week
for a couple), is now 62.7 per cent - 6 percentage points higher than the rate
required to finance a payment at the lowest social welfare rates in 1987.
The height of these tax rates makes dual rate tax structures of more limited
interest than in 1987: the initial tax rate for a basic individual income would
probably have to be at least 80 per cent if a significant reduction in the
subsequent tax rate were to be attained. The partial basic income which was
revenue-neutral with a small fall in the standard tax rate in 1987 now
requires a one percentage point rise in the standard tax rate for revenue
neutrality.

~his outweighs any easement in the net revenue constraint for financing basic income arising from,
for example, the rise in the level of unemployment.
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Table 6. I : Distribution of Gains and Losses from a £60 Basic Individual hzcome,
1993/94

Net eqldvalent % of tax % Change in Aggregate Aggregate
incon~et (£ p w) units ave. income Gain Loss

More than Less than £m p a £m p a

55.44 9.8 63.7 353.1 8.3
55.44 59.20 15.6 15.3 179.5 19.1
59.20 62.60 3.7 19.4 57.5 2.7
62.60 70.60 10.9 12.6 130.2 33.2
70.60 83.22 9.9 17.6 230.4 31.7
83.22 108.70 10.1 I 1.3 197.3 45.9

108.70 135.75 10.1 1.8 135.0 103.7
135.75 165.41 10.0 -9.0 65.8 236.9
165.41 212.90 10.0 -I 1.7 44.6 325.5
212.90 9.9 -15.2 30.3 615.9

ALL 100.0 0.0 1423.7 1422.8

Note; I. Net equivalent income under the baseline 1993/94 tax and social welfare policy,
with equivalence scale: I for the first adult, 0.66 for other adults, and 0.33 per
child.

The net impact effect of the £60 basic income is a very substantial
transfer of resources away from the top of the equivalent income
distribution, towards the bottom and middle of the income distribution. The
net loss for the top third of the income distribution is now over £ 1000m per
annum. The losses for those at the top are even more substantial (in
proportionate terms) than in 1987, as are the gains for the bottom and
middle income deciles. About two-thirds of all tax units would stand to
gain or lose more than £10 per week from the change. Single employees
would again form the bulk of those losing out from the change.

A basic income on a family unit basis would, as in 1987, involve a
slightly less extensive redistribution. Nevertheless, losses in the top three
deciles would be over £700m per annum, and more than 3 out of every 5
families would experience a gain or loss of over £10 per week.
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Table 6.2: Distribution of Gains and L/)sses from a £21 Partial Basic Income,
1993/94

Net equivalent % of tax % Change in Aggregate Aggregate
incomet (£ p w) units ave. income Gain Loss

More than Less than £m p a £m p a

55.44 9.8 12.5 82.7 15.0

55.44 59.20 15.6 -0.2 14.8 16.3

59.20 62.60 3.7 I.I 8.0 4.5

62.60 70.60 10.9 1.6 23.3 10.8
70.60 83.22 9.9 3.0 49.2 15.5

83.22 108.70 10.1 2.8 64.4 26.2

108.70 135.75 10.1 1.2 57.8 37.1

135.75 165.41 10.0 -2.4 28.4 73.1

165.41 212.90 10.0 -3.0 22.8 98.6

212.90 9.9 - 1.4 31.3 84.0

ALL 100.0 0.0 382.7 381.2

Note: I. Net equiwdent income under the baseline 1993/94 tax and social welfare policy,
with equivalence scale: I for the first adult, 0.66 for other adults, and 0.33 per
child.

A partial basic income would involve a much more limited
redistribution and could be financed by a I percentage point rise in the
standard tax rate, to 28 per cent. Net losses for the top three deciles (Table
6.2) would be about £170m per annum, with over half of this amount going
to the bottom decile and the remainder spread over the middle income
deciles.

6.4 Replacement Rates in 1993/1994 and Under Alternative Basic
Income Schemes
In order to investigate the effects of the reforms on replacement rates,

we must first derive a baseline distribution of replacement rates for 1994,
by repeating the analysis in Chapter 5 with uprated policies, incomes and
weights. The effects of these changes on the distribution of replacement
rates is of considerable independent interest. Table 6.3 sets out the
estimated distributions for 1987 and 1993/94 for the unemployed and for
employees.
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Table 6.3: Replacement Rates for Employees and Unemployed. 1987 and 1993/94

% ofttnemployed               % of employees

Replacement rate 1987 1993/94 1987 1993/94

(per cent)

0 < 20 3.8 5.5 9.0 10.0

20 < 40 14.6 15.2 36.4 37.2

40 < 60 39.4 34.5 33.6 31.6

60 < 80 31.9 40.6 16.7 15.5

80 < 100 9.6 3.9 2.9 4.1
> 100 0.6 0.3 1.4 1.7

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Population estimate: 244.479 632,765

Improvements in Family Income Supplement, and reductions or
exemptions in income tax for low income employees with children have
tended to improve the in-work incomes for those with potentially high
repl:tcement rates. At the same time, the special increases in the personal
rate of payment for the long-term unemployed have tended to increase
replacement rates, other things being equal. The balance between these
opposing forces (and some other relevant changes in policy and in wage
levels) varies with the particular circumstances of each family. The net
result, as shown in the table, is that there has been a sharp decline in the
proportion of the unemployed facing high long-term replacement rates
(above 80 per cent), from 10.2 per cent to 4.2 per cent. At the same time,
the proportion of employees facing replacement rates above 80 per cent has
risen from 4.3 pet" cent to 5.8 per cent. Because the population of
employees is substantially greater than the population of the unemployed,
tbe total number of persons facing these replacement rates is not much
changed. The amelioration of the "unemployment trap" facing those
currently unemployed has, however, been accornpanied by a worsening of
the high tax-eum-benefit-withdrawal rates on employees with low incomes
and large families.

Why have replacement rates become higher for those in employment
and lower for those who are unemployed? For both groups, gross pay in
work (or potential gross pay in work) rises by 45 per cent, much less than
the 60 per cent increase in the personal rate of long-term unemployment
assistance. But it must be remembered that, as seen in Chapter 5, those
who are unemployed tend to have low wages when in employment. Thus,
their potential in-work incomes have been boosted by the increases in tax
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exemption limits and child additions to tax exemption limits, together with
improvements in Family Income Supplement. These increases have been
sufficient to increase potential in-work incomes ahead of unemployment
compensation. For those with higher incomes, the tax concessions have not
been sufficient to offset the faster growth of unemployment assistance
relative to gross earnings.

These calculations assume that all who are entitled to Family Income
Supplement actually take up their entitlernent. The available evidence
(Callan and O’Neill, 1993) suggests that the rate of take-up remains low,
despite the fact that expenditure on the scheme has more than doubled since
1987, and the numbers in receipt have almost doubled. We have conducted
a sensitivity analysis which assumes, instead, that only 1 family in 3
actually takes up their entitlement to FIS.4 The results indicate that the
incidence of high replacement rates remains substantial because of the lack
of take-up of FIS. There has been some improvement between 1987 and
1993/94 even on this basis; but the virtual elimination of high replacement
rates indicated by the 100 per cent take-up assumption may be misleading.
Evidence from the UK and elsewhere suggests that the maximum take-up
rate for such benefits is well below 100 per cent; and the Irish rate of
take-up appears, on the available evidence, to be below that in the UK.

How would basic income reforms affect the distribution of
replacement rates? An individual basic income of £60 per week would
eliminate replacement rates of over 100 per cent for both employees and
the unemployed. In 1987, it would also have led to a sharp reduction in the
proportion of the unemployed with replacement rates above 80 per cent. In
a 1993/94 context, the effect depends on what rate of take-up for FIS is
assumed. If complete take-up is assumed, the proportion of the
unemployed with replacement rates above 80 per cent is not much changed.
But if only 1 family in 3 actually takes up a FIS entitlement, the effect of
a basic income could be much greater.

Part of the attraction of a basic income scheme is that it ensures 100
per cent take-up, which is not achieved by the current system. An
individual basic income would reduce the numbers facing the highest
replacement rates, but would increase the numbers facing rates of between
60 and 80 per cent. A basic family income, which could be financed at a
lower tax rate, could achieve an even greater reduction in the incidence of
the highest rates without this drawback.

4A random process was used to decide whether an individual family would or would not take up an
entitlement to FIS.
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Table 6.4: Replacement Rates for Unemployed, 1993/94 and Basic Income Schemes

1993/94: Reform options

Replacement I00% 33% Basic individual Partial basic Dual rate
rate take-up af take-up of incomeI income"

basic family3

(per cent) FIS FIS income

% of unemployed

0 < 20 5.5 5.9 0.0 2.3 0.0
20 < 40 15.2 15.0 6.3 15.2 9.7
40 < 60 34.5 34.3 27.2 41.7 38.8
60 < 80 40.6 35.3 62.1 36.9 49.7
80 < 100 3.9 8.4 4.4 3.9 1.8

> 100 0.3 I.I 0.0 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Notes’: h £60 per week to each individual.
2. £21 per week to each individual, with corresponding reductions in all social
welfare rates of payment.

3. £60 per week to all single individuals; £96 per week to couples.

A partial basic income of £21 per week would have similar effects to
a basic family income on the incidence of the highest replacement rates, but
would increase the numbers facing rates between 60 and 80 per cent. A dual
rate basic family income (an initial 67.5 per cent tax rate, followed by a rate
of 59 per cent) would have a somewhat greater impact. It would eliminate
the incidence of the highest replacement rates, and reduce the proportion
facing replacement rates of between 80 and 100 per cent to less than 2 per
cent. But there would be a 13 percentage point rise in the incidence of
replacement rates between 60 and 80 per cent.

Each of these basic income options has a more muted impact on
replacement rates than the corresponding options examined in a 1987
context in Chapter 5. The main reasons for this is that the 1993/94 basic
income options require a higher tax rate than those in 1987. This reflects
the fact that the minimun~ income offered by the 1993/94 social welfare
system forms a higher proportion of average income than that offered by
the 1987 system. Thus, the hoped for dynamic effects can be stifled by a
high tax rate.
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6.5 Basic Incomes for Children
We outlined in Chapter 2 some policy options which built on the idea

of a basic income for children. The first of these can be thought of as a
basic income for children, pure and simple. Under this scheme, the new
rate of child benefit is set equal to the current (1993) rate of child benefit
plus the amount of child dependant allowance payable to social welfare
recipients; child dependant additions are, at the same time, abolished. The
weekly payment for all children would, therefore, be the same as that
currently received by most social welfare clients, about £17.40 per week.
(The existing and revised policy parameters for child income support are
set out in Table 6.5.) So too are child dependant additions to the income
tax exemption limits. It could be argued that Family Income Supplement
should also be abolished; but this could reduce the support received by
some low income families in employment. An alternative approach is
simply to reduce the income limits for the FIS scheme by an amount which
will "claw back" the full increase in child benefit. This is the option
modelled in our analysis. Essentially, then, almost all child income support
is channelled into child benefit. This is not a self-financing option: there
is a substantial net additional expenditure on child income support. In our
analysis, this is financed by an increase in the standard rate of tax, from 27
per cent to 33.7 per cent.
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Table 6.5: Child Income Support: 1993/94 and Reform Options

Policy instrument 1993/94 Basic Income Integrated Child
for ChiMren Benefit

Child benefit (per month):
First 3 children 20.00
Other children 23.00

Child dependant additions
(per week)

Most schemes 12.80

Lone parents 14.90

Child additions to income tax
exemption limits (per annum):

First 2 children 350
Other children 550

Standard tax rate 27%

75.30 75.30

75.30 75.30

0 0
0 0

0 590
0 826

33.7% 30.7%

An alternative approach, which has much in common with a basic
income for children, is to consolidate child income support into a taxable
child benefit payment. Again, the new level of payment would be equal to
the current rate of child benefit plus the rate of child dependant additions
(about £17.40 per week). The benefit would be paid direct and free of tax
in the usual way (normally to the mother), but would form part of the
taxable income of the tax unit which received it. Despite the taxation of
child benefit, all families would receive a net benefit from the increase; but,
of course, this would have to be paid for out of general taxation. However,
a much smaller increase in the standard rate - from 27 per cent to 30.7 per
cent - is sufficient to finance this policy. This implies a lesser degree of
redistribution from those without children towards families with children.
The overall distributional effects of these two options are, however, quite
complex, as subsequent analysis will show.



Table 6.6: Distribzaion of Gains anti Losses from Alternative Reforms of Child Income Support, 1993/94

Basic income for children

Net equivalent % of tax % Change in Aggregate Aggregate
incomeI (£ p w) units ave. income Gain Loss

More than Less than £m p a £m p a

Integrated child benefit

% Change in
ave. income

Aggregate
Gain

£mpa

Aggregate
Loss

£m p a

Z
t"
-<

55.44 9.8 3.0 18.0 1.7
55.44 59.20 15.6 0.6 8.1 1.6
59.20 62.60 3.7 1.7 6.8 1.9
62.60 70.60 10.9 1.6 14.9 2.7
70.60 83.22 9.9 4.9 57.3 2.3
83.22 108.70 10.1 3.4 56.0 10.1

108.70 135.75 10.1 1.3 56.0 32.6
135.75 165.41 10.0 -1.8 .23.4 58.1
165.41 212.90 10.0 -2.4 18.6 76.2
212.90 9.9 -2.0 I 1.8 87.1

ALL 100.0 0.0 270.8 274.2

3.0
0.5
1.2
1:3

3.7
2.1
0.5

-I.5
-I.7
-1.3

0.0

18.2
7.1
5.6

12.2
43.2
33.6
30.0

8.1
5.0
2.7

165.7

o
1.7 -n
1.6 >
2.0
2.5 -7
1.9 c")

©5.9
20.6
36.1
45.9
51.0

169.2

Note." I. Equivalence scale: I for the first adult. 0.66 for other adults, and 0.33 per child.
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Under a basic income for children the number of losers is about
double the number of gainers (626,000 as against 302,000). Close to
280,000 single employees lose between £5 and £10 per week, because of
the sharp rise in the standard tax rate. The results show some significant
gains at the bottom of the income distribution. The gainers cannot be social
welfare recipients, who do not benefit directly from the change: in general,
they receive the same amount of money for each child, but now receive all
of it as child benefit, which is not subject to withdrawal as their incomes
increase. It seems likely, therefore, that the gains at the bottom of the
distribution are mainly self employed and farmers. Low-paid employees
are likely to have a modelled entitlement to Family Income Supplement, so
that they too are unlikely to be shown as net income gainers. There are
substantial net gains for families in the middle of the income distribution:
almost £125m for deciles 5 to 7. Net losses by the top three deciles are
estimated at more than £165m.

While there are a greater number of losers under an integrated chiM
benefit than under the basic income for children, the amounts of the losses
are much reduced. No single employee loses more than £10 per week. As
with a basic income for children, there are also significant gains (and very
limited losses) in the bouom half of the distribution. There are substantial
net gains in the middle of the income distribution - almost £80m per annum
shared between deciles 5 and 7. These net gains are counterbalanced by
substantial losses at the top of the distribution (where gains to those with
children are partly clawed back by tax liabilities). This pattern is consistent
with gains for those on low, and hence, non-taxable self-employment or
farm incomes at the bottom of the distribution; very little change for the
many social welfare recipients in deciles 2 and 3; gains for families with
employment incomes in the middle of the distribution; and losses for high
earners with few or no children.

What of the effects of such policies on replacement rates? As with
full-scale basic incomes, improvement of the incentive to work could be a
major part of the motivation for these reforms of child income support.
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Table 6.7: Rel~lacement Rates for Unemployed. 1993/94 and Child hlcome Support
Reforms

1993/94 Reform options

Replacement rate 100% 33% take-up Basic incorne for Integrated child
(per cent) take-up of of FIS children benefit

FIS

0 < 20 5.5 5.9 4.3 4.7
20 < 40 15.2 15.0 13.3 13.8
40 < 60 34.5 34.3 34.2 33.9
60 < 80 40.6 35.3 44.6 44.4
80 < 100 3.9 8.4 3.5 2.9

> 100 0.3 hi 0.1 0.1

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Once again, the effects depend crucially on the rate of take-up of FIS.
Measured against a situation of complete take-up, neither reform option has
a substantial impact. But compared with the situation under a low rate of
take-up, a non-taxable child benefit at £75.30 per month would reduce the
incidence of high replacement rates (i.e., those over 80 per cent)
substantially. It would lead to an increase of 4 percentage points in the
proportion of individuals facing replacement rates between 60 and 80 per
cent. An integrated (i.e., taxable) child benefit would have a somewhat
greater effect on high replacement rates, reducing the incidence from
almost 10 per cent to 3 per cent. Again, there would be some increase in
the incidence of replacement rates between 60 and 80 per cent, though not
as great as under several of the more radical basic income options. Overall,
these two options compare quite favourably in its effects on replacement
rates with the other basic income and partial basic income options.

6.6 Conclusions
The results of the analysis on a 1993/1994 basis are helpful in drawing

a number of conclusions. They suggest that an individual basic income at
levels close to the lowest existing social welfare rates would require, other
things being equal, a tax rate in excess of 68 per cent, and a rate of close to
63 per cent for a basic family income. But they are also helpful in pointing
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towards a key issue: the sensitivity of the tax rate required to finance basic
income options to the level of the income guarantee, as a percentage of
average income.

The adjustment between 1987 and 1994 may have been a unique one,
as the lowest rates of social welfare payment were "levelled-up" into line
with what had previously been middle-ranking rates. This process, which
was in part a response to the recommendations of the Commission on
Social Welfare, raised the minimum income guarantee as a percentage of
average income. A key question for the future is how this ratio will evolve.
This is central to understanding whether real economic growth will help to
make a basic income easier to finance (i.e., revenue-neutral at a lower tax
rate). It is true, of course, that a basic income fixed in real terms (indexed
to prices) will become easier to finance as real incomes grow. If the target
basic income is fixed in relative terms (indexed to average incomes) then
the extent to which real income growth will help to reduce the tax rate
required to finance a basic income is much more limited. Furthermore, if
the target basic income increases faster than other incomes, the tax rate
required to finance it can increase.

In the shorter term, the same issues arise in the context of a possible
easing of the public finance constraint. It seems likely, from estimates in
the ESRI’s Medium Term Review (Cantillon, Curtis and Fitz Gerald, 1994)
that there may be scope for tax cuts of up to £ 100m per year between now
and the end of the decade. Whether this scope actually emerges depends
in part on whether social welfare payments are simply indexed ill line with
inflation, or social welfare rates share in the real income growth in the rest
of the economy. Obviously the ratio of social welfare rates to average
incomes is not cast in stone; but it may be that the ability to finance a basic
income at acceptable levels of taxation requires a substantial cut in this
ratio. In effect, this would alter the net resources available to the
tax/transfer system, so that many other reforms would also need to be
considered.

On balance, changes in tax/transfer policy over the past 7 years have
led to a significant fall in the proportion of the unemployed facing the
highest replacement rates (over 80 per cent, or over 100 per cent). This
assumes that they take into account their potential entitlement to Family
Income Supplement. There has, however, been a rise in the proportion of
those in employment who face similar replacement rates. The potential
impact of a basic income scheme on replacement rates, measured against a
situation of complete FIS take-up, is, therefore, rather less at present that it
was in 1987. But part of the attraction of basic income and similar options
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is precisely that they would achieve complete take-up of benefit. The
partial basic income schemes could, therefore, have a substantial impact on
work incentives by increasing the certainty with which calculations as
regards income in employment could be made by the unemployed, and
avoiding the problems of low-take up which continue to be associated with
the FIS scheme.

To some extent, the hoped for dynamic effects from the more radical
basic income reforms are frustrated by the high tax rates required in a
1993/94 context. The more limited option of instituting a basic income for
children, or an integrated child benefit offer some advantages in this
respect. The latter option would abolish child dependant additions to social
welfare payments, and instead give a taxable child benefit to all families at
a rate of £75.30 per month.5 It could be financed by a rise in the standard
rate of tax of just over 3 per cent. Basic income for children is a similar
option, but with child benefit remaining non-taxable: it could be financed
by an increase in the standard rate of tax front 27 per cent to 34 per cent.
Despite the small increases in tax rates, losers would outnumber gainers by
about 2 to 1 under both of these schemes. Single employees bulk large
among the losers under each scheme. An integrated child benefit would
restrict their losses somewhat, but under a basic income for children a
substantial number would lose more than £10 per week. Each of these
options could, again, have a substantial impact on work incentives facing
the unemployed and families currently qualifying for FIS, when the low
take-up of FIS is taken into account. The trend towards smaller families
will also help to make options of this type easier to finance in future.

SEqual to the combination of child dependant addition and child benefit received by most social
welfare clients.



Chapter 7

CONCL USIONS

7.1 Introduction
In this chapter we summarise the main findings from the analysis

(Section 7.2) and go on to draw our conclusions as to the implications for
reform of the tax and welfare systems. First, we briefly review the main
reform options we have considered.

There are "narrow" and "broad" definitions of a basic income. In this
study, we have operated with a "broad" definition that a basic income is a
payment made automatically to all individuals in society, irrespective of
their labour market status. It is intended that this payment should replace,
in full or in part, other income supports currently provided - mainly social
welfare payments, but also including, for example, training allowances and
the maintenance element of educational grants. At the same time, personal
income tax allowances would be abolished, and all income other than the
basic income would be taxable under a simple rate structure.

Within this broad framework, one can distinguish between a number
of variants of basic income. A "pure" scheme would have an individual
basis of assessment: the amount paid to an individual would not depend,
for example, on his or her marital status or living arrangements. It would
also have a single rate of tax. A basic family income would, like the current
social welfare system, make some allowance for economies of scale by
having a lower payment rate for a married or unmarried couple than for two
single persons living independently. It could, therefore, be financed, by a
lower rate of tax; the disadvantage being that it would require continued
monitoring of cohabitation status. A dual rate tax structure, with a high
initial rate, could reduce the effective rate of tax-cure-benefit withdrawal
on those currently at low incomes, while limiting the increase in taxation
on those at higher incomes. Two variants of such structures are considered:
a "fully withdrawable" basic benefit, under which the high initial tax rate
continues until the basic benefit is fully withdrawn by taxationS; and a
variant proposed by Honohan (1987) under which the high initial tax rate

~That is the high initial rate applies up to the "break-even" income level, where income after taxes
and transfers is the same as income before taxes and transfers.

77
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is regarded as composed of the "ordinary" rate, and a "supplementary
benefit withdrawal rate", which continues until the basic benefit is fully
withdrawn by the supplementarT withdrawal rate.

A partial basic income for adults can be regarded as an interim
measure, or as a reform option of interest in its own right. It would involve
a basic income payment at a level which was not intended, of itself, to be
sufficient to live on. These payments would be "topped-up" to current
social welfare levels. One way of doing this would be to retain most of the
current social welfare system, and simply subtract the appropriate partial
basic income payment from the relevant social welfare rates of payment.
The partial basic income would be financed by these "clawbacks" in social
welfare rates, and by the abolition of personal tax free allowances, which
would be replaced by the cash payment of a partial basic income.

Similarly, a basic income for children could be regarded as an interim
step towards a full basic income for adults and children; or simply as a
policy option in its own right. It would involve the abolition of child
dependant additions to social welfare rates, and a compensating increase in
child benefit. Thus, the new rate of child benefit would be just over £75
per month: equal to the current rate of child benefit plus the current rate of
child dependant additions for most social welfare schemes. An integrated
child benefit shares many of the same features, but also makes child benefit
taxable: this can be seen as limiting the horizontal redistribution away from
the childless, and clawing back some of the gains front families at the top
of the income distribution.

7.2 Main Findings
The costing of basic income proposals is a critical issue. Once the net

resources available to the tax/transfer system have been decided, the level
of the basic benefit determines the tax rate which is required to finance it.-’
At present, the tax/transfer system makes a substantial contribution to the
financing of other government expenditures. While a shift in this balance
may be desirable, it is appropriate in making comparisons between a basic
income and the current system to hold the net contribution to the
government budget at a constant level. Similarly, a broadening of the
income tax base may be desirable, but if basic incomes are to be compared
on an equal footing with the current system calculations which hold the

"Under dual tax rate schemes, given the initial tax rate and the conditions under which it applies, the
level of payment and the net resources available to the tax/t~nsfer system determine the other tax
tale.
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income tax base constant are of particular value. This does not mean that
income taxes and social welfare payments are the only elements relevant to
the costing of basic income. The unconditional nature of a basic income
means that it can also replace, in full or in part, some other elements of
government expenditure. This could include training allowances, and the
maintenance element of educational grants. The costings undertaken here
attempt to take account of these elements.

Given this framework, we find that an individual basic income at
levels close to the lowest social welfare rates would have required a tax rate

of about 62 per cent in 1987 - close to what Honohan’s (1987) estimates
suggest. A basic family income at similar levels would have required a rate
of about 57 per cent. A higher payment of £55 per week, close to the Old
Age Contributory Pension rate, would have required a tax rate of almost 87
per cent for an individual basic income and 79 per cent for a basic family
income. A partial basic income for adults of£21 per week could, however,
be financed by the abolition of the personal, PAYE and PRSI allowances
and a "clawback" of social welfare payments, while retaining the 1987 tax
system and tax rates in other respects.

Each of the basic income reforms involved a very substantial and
complex redistribution of income. While there would be gains and losses
at every income level, the net impact of an individual basic income close
to the lowest social welfare rates would have been favourable for those at
the bottom and middle of the distribution of equivalent income (i.e., income
adjusted for the number of adults and children in a family). Substantial net
losses would have been incurred by those in the top third of the income
distribution. A basic family income would have involved gains for the
lowest equivalent income decile, but some losses for the next two deciles -
largely those on the higher rates of social welfare payment. Again, most
losses would be concentrated in the top third of the income distribution.
Single employees and lone parents were prominent among those who
would lose from the reform, while one-earner families with children were
among those most likely to gain.

What impact would basic income schemes have on the incentives
facing the unemployed? In order to answer this question, we examined the
impact of the reforms on the replacement rate, measured as the ratio of the
net disposable income of the individual3 when unemployed, and in receipt
of Long-term Unemployment Assistance, to net disposable income when

JOr. in the case of a couple, the income of the family unit.
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employed (using a predicted wage for those currently unemployed, which
took account of the lower potential earnings of this group). In 1987, we
estimated that about I in 10 of the unemployed faced replacement rates
above 80 per cent. An individual basic income close to the lowest social
welfare rates would have reduced this figure to about I in 100, and a basic
family income at similar rates would have led to an even greater reduction.
A partial basic income of £21 per week would have had about half this
effect.

Results uprated to approximate the 1993/1994 population, economic
structure and tax and social welfare policies show some significant
changes. The fact that the lowest personal rates of social welfare payment
have increased at a faster rate than average earnings means that a basic
income at the lowest social welfare rates in 1994 would require a higher tax
rate than that shown by our 1987 analysis. An individual basic income of
£60 could require a tax rate of over 68 per cent, while a basic family income
would require a tax rate of almost 63 per cent. These high tax rates limit
the impact of basic income reforms on replacement rates facing the
unemployed. There is little impact when measured against a 1993194
baseline which assumes 100 per cent take-up of Family Income
Supplement: improvements in that scheme mean that the potential in-work
incomes of the unenaployed have risen faster than unemployment
compensation. But when the low take-up of FIS is taken into account, there
impact of basic income reforms is much greater. There could also be some
increase in the incentive for those currently unemployed to undertake low
wage or occasional work - which in the current situation, may be all that is
available to them.

Z 3 Assessment
Tax rates required to finance a basic income scheme are highly

sensitive to the level of the income guarantee. Our estimates have
concentrated on income guarantees which are close to the lowest social
welfare rates in 1987 and 1993. Even at the 1987 social welfare rates, the
tax rates required were of the order of 60 per cent. The higher social
welfare minimum (relative to other incomes) in 1993 makes an even higher
rate necessary to finance a scheme with the same guarantee in this context.
A basic income could become easier to finance at a lower tax rate if social
well’are benefits grew less rapidly than other incomes in future; but in this
case, the shape of the baseline tax/transfer system, and other possible
reforms, could also be radically different.
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A full basic income scheme on an individual basis involves both the
removal of the "work" test by the provision of a payment which is not
conditional on work status, and a payment to (married) couples which is
double that for single people. The tax rates calculated for such schemes
are, as has often been found, very high. Lower tax rates apply when a basic
income which does depend on family circumstances is considered. While
we have labelled such schemes as basic family incomes, it is important to
be clear that each adult could still receive an independent payment: the
concept of "adult dependancy" could be abolished. What would remain
from the current system is that the amount of the payment to a couple would
reflect the economies of scale in their living expenses.

It may be that a reform which involves either full individualisation of
benefits or unconditionality is achievable, but that a reform involving both
of these elements is not possible. If so, then a choice must be made as to
which of these aims is to be preferred. Opinions will differ on this: some
will see removal of the work test as a priority, while others will favour full
individualisation of benefits. In our view, removal of the "work test"
should take priority, for two reasons. First, because this promises the
greatest potential for integration of those currently outside the labour
market. Second, because removal of the work test would, at the same time,
allow a "partial" individualisation of benefits in the sense that every
individual can then receive an independent payment. This would represent
considerable progress over the current structure of contingency and
means-tested benefits, without imposing the high costs of full
individualisation.

A basic family income at levels close to existing social welfare rates
for the long-term unemployed could still require a tax rate of up to 63 per
cent in 1993/94 terms. Our analysis suggests that this would not have
sufficient impact on replacement rates facing those currently unemployed
to give rise to the hoped for dynamic effects on employment. On the
positive side, this system would allow greater freedom to combine a state
transfer with other income, subject only to the 63 per cent tax rate. While
there are currently schemes which allow such combinations on favourable
terms, the complexity of the overall regulations, uncertainties regarding
in-workincome, and low take-up of FIS point to the attractions of a simpler
system. On the negative side, the impact of the scheme on incentives facing
those in employment to work fewer hours, or to emigrate, must also be
considered if the likely overall impact on the labour market is to be
assessed.
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Many would see a basic income structure as desirable, if the tax rate
on income could be kept at a lower level - say, of the order of 50 per cent.
Suggested means of achieving this aim include the use of resources
currently employed in non-standard forms of income support; extensions

’ of the income tax base; increases in other taxes; cuts in government
expenditure; lower levels of basic benefit; and the deployment of the fruits
of economic growth. Each of these possibilities deserves careful scrutiny,
not just in terms of the feasibility of financing a basic income, but also in
terms of the desirability of the package which would then result, as against
other alternatives. For example, extensions of the income tax base or
increases in other taxes sufficient to bring the tax rate for an individual
basic income down to 50 per cent would involve the raising of revenues of
the order of 70 per cent of the current income tax yield; alternative uses of
such resources could include, for example, very substantial cuts in existing
income taxes, which might have a more favourable impact on employment
than a basic income scheme.

Partial basic income schemes can indeed be financed at much lower
tax rates, very close to those currently in operation. But can they achieve
the desirable effects of a full-scale basic income, without the high tax rates
found in this study? In a 1993/94 context, the impact of such options can
indeed be favourable, if measured against a baseline which takes account
of the low take-up of Family Income Supplement. We also examined a
basic income for children, involving an increase in child benefit to £75 per
month, coupled with the abolition of child dependant allowances,
elimination of child additions to the income tax exemption limits, and
reductions in FIS; and an integrated child benefit, which, in addition, made
child benefit taxable, and restored child additions to the income tax
exemption limits to an even higher level. Each of these options could
improve the balance between income in employment and out of
employment for many of those unemployed, by ensuring that they actually
received benefits while in work.

It is clear from our analysis that basic income systems do not provide
a panacea for the ills of the current tax/transfer system. The critical nature
of the overall budget constraint must be recognised in planning reform of
the tax/transfer system. The modelling process brings the impact of the
budget constraint into sharp focus. While results to date may not have lit
up a highway to reform, they have helped to map out some previously
uncharted territory. The options of a basic income for children and an
integrated child benefit deserve further consideration.
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